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The bluest blue chip of them all.
Danny Sullivan never made the
baseball team. But because he’s
had the right training, you’d be sur
prised at the number of jobs open
to him.
The nicest part, of course, is
that another handicapped person is
getting the most out of his life.
However, there’s something else
good, too.
Vocational rehabilitation pays.
Every dollar spent to rehabilitate
a person like him—someone with a
physical or mental handicap—
increase his lifetime earnings by
$35. (Thirty-five taxable dollars

that he earns himself.)
Which is why vocational rehabili
tation is good for
We call our program HURRAH.
Actually, HURRAH stands for “Help
Us Reach & Rehabilitate America’s
Handicapped.”
When you realize there are
million handicapped people who
can be helped by vocational reha
bilitation, you can see what a big
job is ahead.
If you want to know more about
the job that vocational rehabilita
tion is doing, and the rich dividends
it pays, write to HURRAH, Box

1200, Washington, D.C. 20013.
Ask for "Rehabilitation—A Blue
Chip Investment.” It’s free.
Then if anyone ever asks you if
rehabilitation is worth the cost,
you’ll know what we at HURRAH
have found out:
From every angle, a human be
ing is the bluest blue chip invest
ment there is.
HURRAH. The State-Federal Pro
gram of Rehabilitation Services.
Help Us Reach & Rehabilitate
America’s Handicapped

HURRAH
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LETTERS


Still some confusion
I have read with interest the
paper written by Mr. Charrin [“A
Lease-or-Purchase Decision Model
for the XYZ Corporation” by Jack
R. Charrin, M/S September-Octo
ber ’69, p. 19] as well as the com
ments in the January-February
[1970] issue [pp. 1-5]. In my opin
ion, there are still some misunder
standing and confusion in Mr.
Charrin’s analysis despite all the
corrective remarks. The following
comments are concerned with two
points: treatment of the residual
value of the purchased asset and
cost analysis in conjunction with
demands on working capital.
First, the salvage value of the
asset, if purchased, after six years
as stated in Table VI [SeptemberOctober ’69, p. 24] is $105,000, yet
Mr. Charrin turns in the cost an
alysis (p. 26) to inform us that
the residual value is estimated at
$140,000. . . . [Either] Mr. Char
rin did not record that the XYZ
company expects [a] gain of $35,000 from the salvage sale or he did
November-December, 1970

not remember precisely the salvage
value of the asset according to his
previous calculations.
In both cases, however, the
larger problem lies in Mr. Char
rin’s assertion that the $140,000 is
fully taxable at [a] 50 per cent
rate (p. 5). This is incorrect; in
come taxes are collected on the
gain (above the book value) re
sulting from selling the asset
rather than the sales value as such.
Thus, if the asset is sold at an esti
mated gain
$35,000, income
taxes will be $17,500, and if it is
sold at
book value ($105,000),
there will be no income taxes. In
the [ensuing paragraphs] I will
take the more conservative [po
sition of assuming that] 85 per
cent of the asset’s value [is depre
ciated] over six years and that [it
will be sold at] book value.1
Second, the second paragraph
on page 26, even after its correc
tion, is oversimplified [and its cal
culations are] confused. The com
parison between cost savings and
the opportunity cost of earnings
on working capital differences fails
to recognize the fact that both the
after-tax cumulative cash outflow
(demand on working capital) and
the after-tax cost of each of leasing
and purchasing are only two facets
of the same thing.
1 This view is, indeed, supported by the
fact that Mr. Charrin mentions in the
article that the equipment is rather spe
cialized, with limited market value.

Indeed, it is impossible for leas
ing to score savings in total cash
outflow (after taxes), and in the
meantime it is found more expen
sive in terms of after-tax cost an
alysis. In other words, the total
savings in cost (undiscounted)
this problem must be equivalent
to the amount of cumulative sav
ings in cash outflow (undis
counted). To prove this point, [I
have worked out] two statements
. . . comparing after-tax outflow
requirements and after-tax cost for
each
purchasing and leasing
over the six-year period. These
statements are shown in Tables I
and II [page 3 of this issue].
Both Tables I and II show that
the after-tax cash outflow equals
the after-tax total cost in each of
purchasing and leasing and that
purchasing has net savings in both
cost and working capital analysis
estimated at $73,242 ($387,072$313,830).2 At this point, the va
lidity
Mr. Charrin’s argument,
even after correction, needs to be
overhauled with a deeper view.
One may observe that, despite
the fact that purchasing has gross
after-tax savings of $73,242, it does
require much more cash outlay (or
demand on working capital) in
the first three years. And so, Mr.
Charrin points out correctly, these
temporary savings in working capi2 The reader may note that the $2 dif
ference is due to approximating depre
ciation.

1
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tai due to
leasing should
[be]A put
Tax
effect conceded
in No.
favor
of 10purchase. The
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of Planning,
Systems, and Controls, Vol. 469
7 [1970],
6, Art.
to work [to] earn money by the
I found [Mr. Aly’s] comments
difference is due to the use of
corporation.
on tax effects in the sale of the
book value instead of residual
These earnings realized by leas
asset true. Assuming [that] the
value.
ing must be compared with the
sale is at residual or market value
Essentially, both approaches are
cost savings realized by purchas
and that [the sale price] is more
similar (with the tax effects cor
ing in their respective years, and
than the book value, taxes are due
rected in my cost analysis).
finally the net savings must be
on the gain only.
J. R. Charrin
discounted for the present at [a]
I found [his] tables . . . essen
Assistant Division Treasury
5 per cent rate. Table III [on page
tially the same as mine with the
Manager
3 of this issue] shows the cumu
sale of the asset added in Year
Continental Oil Company
lative freed working capital, earn
Six. Following is a recomputed
Salt Lake City, Utah
ings realized on this capital, the
cost analysis which originally ap
cost savings due to purchasing, the
peared on page
of the JanuaryCase study praised
net savings (earnings on freed
February [1970] issue of Man
I was impressed with the Ohio
working capital minus cost sav
agement Services. I have ac
Instrument case study by John
ings of purchasing), and finally
counted for the tax effects for
Heptonstall in the May-June, 1970,
the present value of these net sav
capital gain on sale over book
issue of Management Services
ings.
[p. 46].
value:
It is noteworthy that Table III
Mr. Heptonstall’s solution [M/S
shows a present value of net sav
Sale at residual value
$140,000
May-June ’70, p. 55] offered a
Less capital gains tax
ings in favor of purchasing esti
solid, technical approach that even
on sale
17,500
mated at $2,910. These savings,
espoused the current real-time terNet
$122,500
however, should not be the final
minal/display syndrome. But the
Plus after-tax lease cost
37,072
and decisive factor in the decision.
solution indicated a lack of appre
$159,572
Indeed, other factors, such as the
ciation for the human element
Less after-tax purchase
certainty of the salvage value and
which is
important in real situ
interest charges
49,000
the availability of borrowed funds,
ations and often becomes that de
Net after-tax cost dif
should be considered. The more
cisive factor that makes or breaks
ference of lease over
uncertain the estimated sale value
a
successful computer system.
purchase
$110,572
of the asset the more favored leas
The systems-oriented solution,
ing should be over purchasing, and
though technically sound, did not
This final cost difference should
vice versa.
sell the installation to the working
then
be compared to the cumula
As to the availability of bor
man. The stores personnel did not
tive lease gain of $100,103 (Col.
rowed funds, one should note that
feel they participated in the pre
6, Table II Restated, January-Feb
liminary study because the analyst
if the company is capable of ob
ruary ’70, p. 2), which indicates a
was too concerned with machine
taining the working capital freed
$10,469
higher
after-tax
lease
cost
applications to consider their cri
by leasing—should it purchase the
over
purchase.
This
is
on
a
non
ticism.
The situation was aggra
asset—from some other source,
discounted
basis,
i.e.,
on
a
simple
vated
still
further at the meeting,
then the after-tax cost of obtain
dollar
cost
difference.
when
technical
aspects and antici
ing these funds should replace the
[Mr.
Aly
’
s]
analysis
took
in
the
pated
savings
were
stressed. The
5 per cent return earned on cumu
practical
approach
requires
that
sale
of
[the]
asset
at
book
value
lative freed working capital. In
better
service
be
stressed
along
and placed the figure in [his]
other words, the essence of the an
with the benefits to accrue to the
Table I (cash outflow compari
alysis should be in terms of find
stores people, such as less time
son).
I
chose
not
to
do
this
in
my
ing the opportunity cost of this
consuming record keeping that
analysis
due
to
the
uncertainty
of
freed working capital.
permits
them additional time to
this
figure.
I
would
suggest
in
... I have found Mr. Charrin’s
exercise
their
expertise in ordering
stead
[looking]
at
the
cost
an
article and [the] comments [on it]
and
substituting
stock and to con
alysis
separately
[as
in
the
table
interesting and analytical. It has
duct
more
frequent
physical stock
shown
here]
to
gain
perspective
also provided me, and possibly
checks. Without this practical ap
on cash outflow differences and
many readers, with the opportu
proach, Mr. Heptonstall’s next case
cost differences separately. Both
nity to gain additional insight into
might well involve stores person
are important considerations, which
one of the significant problems in
nel turnover or union negotiations.
should be examined individually.
managerial finance.
The case study, so popular in
[Mr. Aly’s] Table III indicates
Hamdi F. Aly, Ph.D.
higher
education, was nevertheless
a
net
saving
favoring
the
purchase
Business Management Department
of $4,892 (before discount), which
an excellent presentation, and I
Bradley University
(To page 6)
Peoria, Illinois
compares to my analysis of $10,2
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I
A Comparative Analysis of Cash Outflow Required
by Both Leasing and
Equipment Cost—$700,000
Purchase

Difference

Year

Net Cash
Out

Cumulative Cash
Out

Net Cash
Out

Cumulative Cash
Out

Marginal

Cumulative

1

$191,915

$191,915

$ 64,512

$ 64,512

$127,403

$127,403

375,665

64,512

129,024

119,238

246,641

193,536

127,405

374,046

(114,096)

259,950

(114,096)

145,854

2
3

191,917

567,582

64,512

4

(49,584)

517,998

64,512

5

(49,584)

468,414

64,512

6

(49,584)

418,830

64,512

(105,000)*

313,830

$313,830

$313,830

Total

322,560

$387,072

$387,072

(114,096)

31,758

(105,000)

(73,242)

$(73,242)

$(73,242)

*This figure represents the estimated sale of the asset after six years at its book value.
Source: Table VI, p. 24, and Table II, p. 21, September-October, 1969, after discarding the cumulative earnings and introducing the sale
of the salvage asset after six years.

TABLE II
A Comparative Statement of After-Tax
Cost of Both Purchasing and Leasing

Leasing

Purchase
(1)

Interest

Year

(3)
Investment
Depreciation
Credit

(2)

$ 99,167

$16,334

(4)
Tax
Savings

(5)
Net AfterTax Cost

Difference

(5-8)

Rental

(7)
Tax
Savings

(8)
After-Tax
Cost

Marginal

Cumulative

$129,024

$ 64,512

$ 64,512

$ (6,763)

$ (6,763)
(21,691)

(6)

$ 74,084

$ 57,749

2

32,667

99,167

16,333

65,917

49,584

129,024

64,512

64,512

3

16,333
—
—
—

99,167

—

57,750

57,750

129,024

64,512

64,512

(14,928)
(6,762)

99,167
99,167
99,167

—
—
—

49,584

49,583

129,024

49,584

49,583

129,024

64,512
64,512

64,512
64,512

(14,928)

49,584

49,583

129,024

64,512

64,512

(14,928)

(73,237)

$346,503

$313,832

$774,144

$387,072

$387,072

$(73,237)

$(73,237)

1

4
5
6

$575,002

Total

$32,667

(28,453)
(43,381)
(58,309)

TABLE ill
Lease-or-Purchase Comparative Analysis of Earnings and Cost Savings

Year

Cumulative
FWC

5% Return
on FWC

Cost Savings
Due to
Purchasing

Net Savings
Due to
Leasing

PV Factor
at 5%

Present
Value of
Net Savings

$ (393)

1

$127,403

$ 6,370

$ 6,763

$ (393)

1.000

2

253,011

12,651

14,928

(2,277)

.952

(2,168)

3

393,067

19,653

6,762

12,891

.907

11,692

4

298,624

14,931

14,928

3

.864

5

199,459

9,973

14,928

(4,955)

.823

(4,078)

6

95,336

4,767

14,928

(10,161)

.784

(7,966)

$ 95,336

$68,345

$73,237

$(4,892)

Total

3

$(2,910)

Source: Table
Restated on p.
January-February, 1970, and Table II (above) of this issue. The reader may note that we assume
that funds on freed working capital generate
the beginning of the year and that the $105,000 will be received by the end of
the sixth year; thus we still have a deficit during the whole sixth year.
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William E. Arnstein • Making Business Odds Work for You
The increasing use of mathematical techniques, par
ticularly in capital investment analysis, is greatly re
ducing the proportion of wrong business decisions.
One of the newest, variously known risk, sensitivity,

p. 19

and probability analysis, helps executives to figure the
odds that their forecasts will be accurate. This article
shows how it works, using investment, credit, and
personnel examples.

A. Michael Agapos • Evaluating Technical Work in Cost-Plus Contracts
PERT-Cost has not functioned as well as was hoped
in research and development work because of the diffi
culty of forecasting costs in advanced technology.
Project managers have found it hard to determine the

Frank Ilett, Jr.

costs still to be incurred and thus to evaluate their
progress to date. This author offers a way to measure
contractor performance by comparing actual with
planned costs of completed milestones.

Flow Charts—Origin of Procedures Manuals

Most systems analysts now consider flow charting an
essential tool in the design of management informa
tion systems. This article explains how to use flow
charts to document, study, and design systems. It

p. 24

p. 31

evaluates three different methods of flow charting and
tells how flow charting can bridge the gap between
systems design and the writing of the procedures
manual.
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John D. Lesure Management Services Training in the
Development of a CPA Firm
Staff training and education are essential to the suc
cess and growth of a CPA firm. This has always been
true where audit staff members are concerned; it is
just as true, if not more so, for management advisory

p. 40

services personnel. The development of management
services people, however, presents a number of special
problems. This author has some suggestions for
solving them.

p. 60

Annual Index—1970

Lists, by authors and by subject categories, all major articles published in Management Services this year.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques

p.

Management Services Forum

p. 46

What people are writing about

p. 55
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(From pageServices:
3)
fail
discover
that this
decision Vol. pertise,
certainly
would recommend that considera
making is taking place.
solution; indeed, the last three
tion be given to including a case
Mr. Binney’s specific recommen
paragraphs are on this very point.
study as a regular department in
dations—about “selling the installa
But here I think there is also a
Management Services.
tion to the working man” and so
basic disagreement between Mr.
Howard G. Binney
on—are all part of the installation
Binney and myself. His comments
Farmington, Connecticut
or implementation phase, which
suggest that the computer should
the published case did not deal
perform the purely routine work
with,
again his comment is less
and that the clerks—unaidedThe human element
than fair. Certainly, nobody would
should do the jobs that require the
I am very happy to know that
disagree with the point he makes.
use of intelligence. My thesis is
Mr. Binney was impressed with my
Explaining the proposed system to
that the computer, in addition to
“Ohio Instrument” case study and
the clerks and showing them how
performing the routine data pro
particularly pleased that his inter
they will benefit makes sense,
cessing, can extend the powers of
est was aroused to the point of
whether the motive for doing so is
a human being
that man and
writing [a letter]. But his criticism
lofty idealism or practical manage
machine as a team can do things
that the solution “indicated a lack
ment. Mr. Binney’s other specific
that neither could do independ
of appreciation for the human ele
point, that by automating the rec
ently.
ment” is a very serious one and
ord keeping function we free the
John Heptonstall
merits a reply.
clerks to do more interesting things
Education for Management, Inc.
One of the basic points in this
and make better use of their exBoston, Massachusetts
case is that the analyst, Mr. Smul
kowski, did indeed overlook the
human element. The result was a
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MAN
purpose, function, and nonprofit status
computerized system that per
of this organization and the exempt status
AGEMENT AND CIRCULATION (Act
formed what the stores clerks were
for Federal income tax purposes:
of October 23, 1962; Section 4369,
performing in theory—that is, what
Have not changed during preceding
Title 39, United States Code)
12 months.
the operations manual said they
(If changed, publisher must submit ex
1. Date of Filing: October 1, 1970
were doing. But the clerks, being
planation of change with this statement.)
2. Title of Publication:
anagement
human beings, had found ways of
10. Extent and nature of circulation.
Services.
improving upon the theoretical
A. Total No. copies printed (Net Press
3. Frequency of issue: Bi-monthly.
Run). Average No. copies each issue dur
procedures and were doing more
ing preceding 12 months: 26,390. Single
4. Location of known office of publica
than the operating manual said
issue nearest to filing date: 25,410.
tion: 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
10019.
B. Paid circulation
they were doing. The analyst failed
1. Sales through dealers and
5.
Location
of
the
headquarters
or
to recognize this fact and therefore
riers, street vendors and counter sales.
general business offices of the publishers:
produced a proposed system that
Average No. copies each issue during
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019.
preceding 12 months: 22. Single issue
Mr. Mancini, who knew nothing
6. Names and addresses of publisher,
nearest to filing date: 26.
editor,
and
managing
editor:
about computers but did know
2. Mail subscriptions. Average No.
Publisher, American Institute of Certi
copies each issue during preceding 12
what his staff were actually doing,
fied Public Accountants.
months: 20,219. Single issue nearest to
was easily able to shoot down. To
Editor, Robert M. Smith, 666 Fifth
filing date: 19,183.
Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019.
this extent at least, the case is pri
C. Total paid circulation. Average No.
Managing Editor, Lois Stewart, 666
copies each issue during preceding 12
marily about the human element,
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10019.
months: 20,241. Single issue nearest to
so Mr. Binney’s comment that I
filing date: 19,209.
7. Owner (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and
“do not appreciate it” seems a little
D. Free distribution (including sam
also immediately thereunder the names
ples) by mail, carrier or other means.
unjust.
and addresses of stockholders owning or
Average No. copies each issue during
holding 1 per cent
more of total
The main thrust of my proposed
preceding 12 months: 1,501. Single is
amount of stock. If not owned by a
sue nearest to filing date: 1,185.
solution is this: The fact that an
poration, the names and addresses of the
E. Total distribution (Sum of C and
operation has a “people content”
individual owners must be given. If
D). Average No. copies each issue dur
owned by a partnership
other unin
ing preceding 12 months: 21,742. Single
does not mean that it cannot be
corporated firm, its name and address,
issue nearest to filing date: 20,394.
well
that of each individual must
converted to a computer, even
F. Office use, left-over, unaccounted,
be given.)
though some of the people con
spoiled after printing. Average No. cop
Name, American Institute of Certified
ies each issue during preceding 12
cerned are using their intelligence
Public Accountants, The (a professional
months: 4,648. Single issue nearest to
association
organized
as
a
nonprofit,
non
and making low-level decisions.
filing date: 5,016.
stock corporation), 666 Fifth Avenue,
G. Total (Sum of E & F—should equal
We often find that what they are
New York, N.Y. 10019.
net press run shown in A). Average No.
doing can be reduced to a set of
copies each issue during preceding 12
8. Known bondholders, mortgagees,
months: 26,390. Single issue nearest to
and other security holders owning or
decision rules, and, if so, [the de
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
filing date: 25,410.
cisions] can be computed. But the
of bonds, mortgages
other securities
I certify that the statements made by
(If there are none, so state): None.
analyst who performs the feasibil
me above are correct and complete.
9. For completion by nonprofit organi
ity analysis had better be aware of
Robert M. mith
zations authorized to mail at special rates
the “human element,” or he will
(Signature of the editor)
(Section 132.122, Postal Manual). The
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people, events, techniques
New Management Advisory Services Committee Head Appeals

For Full AICPA Membership for All MAS Personnel

Even firms traditionally geared
to the attest and tax functions will
have to depend on management
services specialists in the years of
the seventies, Irvin R. Squires,
A. M. Pullen & Co., Greensboro,
C., told AICPA members at
tending the management services
session at the Institutes annual
meeting, held in New York Sep
tember 20-23.
They will be forced to, he went
on, because the changing nature
of both the attest and tax functions
will require the use of experts
from fields other than accounting.
“ national brewing concern re
cently opened up a new plant in
one of our neighboring cities,” he
told the group. “Our state and lo
cal leaders knew how they opera
ted and applauded their coming
under a wave of advance pub
licity. They have hardly gotten ac
climated in the community, but
November-December, 1970

Published by eGrove, 1970

they are now being sued for $2,000,000 damages for allegedly
polluting a river. A small food
processor has an extremely profit
able operation and seems to be in
an excellent cash position. Under
the laws of our state he could be
insolvent if he is in violation of
complex provisions relating to
stream pollution. Do we have the
specialist on our staff to guide us
on these audit determinations if
the involvement should become
material or relevant?”
Questions of this sort will be
come much more common during
the years ahead, Mr. Squires pre
dicted.
“Some tax specialists need bol
stering and specialized assistance
in cost accounting, data processing,
economics, statistics as well as
other areas,” he pointed out. “New
provisions of the Revenue Act of
1969 make computer preparation

of income tax returns more feasible
and more desirable.”
If the need for non-CPA spe
cialists is accepted, Mr. Squires
said, an accounting
has three
choices. It can try to employ such
people for its own staff; it can call
in outside experts in the specialty
concerned; it can refer the entire
question under consideration to
another CPA firm equipped to deal
with it.
He didn’t recommend the sec
ond course, the use of outside ex
perts, because, he said, this could
create questions about the liability
of the CPA firm where the spe
cialist’s opinion affected the audit
function.
“It would be my preference to
have our own specialist to the ex
tent practical or refer to other
CPAs if given a choice.”
Mr. Squires said that his own
firm has many non-CPA specialists
7
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on its staff but tends to group them
he pointed
CertificaVol. 7be
solved
a 10
variety of abate
Management Services: A Magazinesultants,
of Planning,
Systems, out.
and Controls,
[1970],
No. by
6, Art.
in the fields where the firm already
tion could provide such a yardstick,
ment procedures, he pointed out,
has a great deal of experience or
and, if it should come through
but someone must analyze each
engagements. Although the
some organization other than ac
one, determine its total effect and
requires non-CPAs to take the
counting licensing boards, inevit
its comparative cost. This was his
CPA examination, Mr. Squires
ably non-CPAs in CPA employ
 said
job. Using interrelated computer
he felt this approach had many
ment would suffer. This danger is
programs, data files, and special
disadvantages: the time required,
made more acute, he continued,
techniques to simulate the sourcethe reluctance of those who had
because the recently organized
by-source control of air pollution
already undergone one rigorous
Institute of Management Consul
in a given geographic area, his
course of study to undertake an
tants, which does plan to accredit
group found a least cost solution
entirely new one. He said the
consultants, has not indicated that
to the problem of suspended par
“throughput” of such experts into
it would accept members of CPA
ticulates in the air, a method of
CPA firms was not good today and
firms.
attaining a deliberate goal of pol
would probably worsen in the fu
“This is a clear and present dan
lution abatement at the least total
ture unless the entire relationship
ger to CPA management advisory
annual cost.
of non-CPAs with the profession
services departments,” he said.
At an earlier ceremony, Dr.
was altered.
Accreditation through the Amer
Glenn A. Welsch and Dr. Edward
ican Institute of CPAs could as
Summers of the University of
sure both accounting firms and
Texas received the Lester Witte
Accreditation urged
their clients of improved MAS
Foundation Award for the best
The need for non-CPAs to re
standards, he said, and it is vital
article in Management Services
ceive some kind of accreditation
to the firms themselves because
“promoting or exemplifing the prac
within the accounting profession
management advisory services are
tice of management services in a
was further discussed by James B.
a natural part of the profession
small or medium size firm.” The
Seitz, Touche Ross & Co., Detroit,
and so important to the profes
Award, a plaque and a check for
new chairman of the management
sion.
$100.00, was presented for their
advisory services committee of the
Associate membership in the
article “How Learning Curves May
Institute. Stating frankly that he
AICPA will not be enough, he
be Applied to Profit Planning,”
was an advocate of such accredi
warned. Full membership would
which appeared in the March-April,
tation, Mr. Seitz said there were
not dilute the value of the CPA
1970, issue of the magazine and
many compelling reasons to bring
certificate; rather it could be re
was voted by the board
consult
management services specialists
garded as an expansion of the
ing editors the best article to ap
employed by CPAs under the gen
scope of practice represented by
pear in the magazine in the period,
eral title CPA. Defining accredi
that certificate.
July-August, 1969, through MayMr. Seitz said that his manage
tation as the public labeling by an
June, 1970.
ment advisory services committee
The award was made at the
official body of an individual’s
opening business session of the
has discussed several ways the
competence in the practice of a
AICPA annual meeting by outgo
certificate could be granted to
profession, Mr. Seitz said that ac
ing president Louis M. Kessler.
management services specialists
counting needed some form of
and
that
he
personally
favors
a
management services accreditation
situation where such specialists
just
it had one for auditing.
Home Study Courses Offered
would take the CPA examination
He said that CPAs had some his
Home study courses in advanced
torical advantages in employing
but not the sections on auditing.
management are being offered by
non-CPA specialists but that they
These would be replaced by ques
the American Management Asso
were disappearing today. Tradition
tions in their own specialty.
ciation. The AMA’s new Extension
ally, the best specialists liked to
The third speaker of the after
Institute now includes four courses
work for CPA firms, he said, be
noon, Ellison S. Burton, was typi
containing five study units each.
cause the firms are completely
cal of exactly the sort of non-CPA
All
of the courses employ the case
professional and have accepted
specialists Seitz discussed. Head of
method
of instruction.
standards of integrity. But, he said,
operations research in the Wash
The
courses
offered are “Man
now that other organizations are
ington office of Ernst & Ernst, he
agement
and
the
Computer,” “Mar
offering forms of accreditation
described an engagement for the
keting
Management,
” “General
while CPAs are not, this advantage
Public Health Service, U. S. De
Management Skills,” and “Man
could disappear very rapidly. The
partment of Health, Education,
agerial Finance and Control.” Each
business community has accepted
and Welfare, in which he and his
course costs $40 per individual
management consulting but up un
team attacked the problem of air
til now has had no objective yard
pollution in Kansas City, Missouri.
study unit or $160 if the course is
sticks by which to measure con
Such ecological problems can
taken
a whole.
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ABOVE: Salesgirl at Montgomery
Ward store in Ohio where NCR sys
tem was tested records essential
information about a sale by passing
"wand"
encoded price tag at
tached to merchandise. RIGHT: Tags are encoded by tag printer within store. Machine automatically produces string
type, pin-on, and adhesive price labels for all types of goods.

NCR Shows New Four-Unit Merchandising System That Captures

All Needed Data at Point of Sale, Saves Salesperson’s Time
A four-unit merchandising sys
tem that permits all necessary infor
mation on individual retail sales
for cash and credit records and
inventory updating to be automa
tically captured at the point of
sale has just been introduced by
the National Cash Register Com
pany.
The unit at the point
sale is
no larger than a normal cash reg
ister and consists of a data ter
minal to which is attached a wand
reader which can read a salesper
son’s identification number, a cus
tomer’s credit card, the price and
description of the article being
sold, and even the stock keeping
unit from which the item is drawn,
for transmission into the terminal
and through the terminal to a
central data collector. From the
data collector it is sent to a cen
tral computer, nightly in the case
of inventory information, on line
for credit authorization.
The most unusual feature of the
data terminal is the reading wand,
November-December, 1970
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a pencil-like instrument connected
to the terminal which scans a
column of horizontal color bars on
credit card, merchandise tag,
employee identification card, to
record vital information from each.
Sales steps reduced

The wand’s use reduces to a
minimum the number of steps the
salesperson must take in record
ing a sale. She is still responsible
for keying in on the terminal the
type of sale—credit, cash, C.O.D.—
and whether the item is to be de
livered or the customer is taking it
with him. All other information
is captured by the wand.
Sales slips are prepared by the
data terminal from the information
read by the wand and that keyed
in by the salesperson. National
Cash Register
that the com
bination of data scanned by the
wand and punched in by the sales
clerk can take care of any con
ceivable retail transaction and can

complete the entire transaction in
seconds compared to the manual
and cash register procedures that
are now standard.
The “back office” components
the new 280 merchandising sys
tem are a data collector that ac
cepts information from the data
terminals for eventual transmis
sion to a central computer and the
NCR 747 tag printer which is used
to prepare sales tags for each item
of merchandise and to print the
color-bar-coded description of the
item designed for reading by the
wand when the item is sold. The
747 can prepare string-type or pinon tags as well as pressure-sensi
tive labels to attach to the goods
sold. Each label in turn can be
read by the wand without being
detached.
The 280 System was field tested
successfully at Montgomery Ward’s
retail store in Lima, Ohio, for
about two months before the
public introduction of the system
(To page 12)
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INTRODUCING
THE FIRST
MEDIUM PRICED
ELECTRONIC
ACCOUNTING MACHINE
WITH A MEMORY
CAPACITY OF
2000 TOTALS...
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forms handling flexibility to handle the most
The Litton EBS/1241 is the most advanced
: Management
Services,
Vol. 7, No.
6, November-December
1970
[whole issue]
complex
accounting
functions.
medium-priced
electronic
accounting
ma
chine on the market today. It can give you
The Litton EBS/1200 series also includes
complete in-house data processing—with
the EBS/1210, the EBS/1230 and the EBS/
many of the capabilities formerly available
1231. These machines offer many more fea
only on computers costing much more.
tures than competitive machines, too. In
Compare these features:

The Litton EBS/1241 can use its capacity of

2000 totals after all programming for in
ternal storage of client data. It can accu
mulate internally the totals necessary for
complete client financial statements, which
are then printed automatically in a single,
unattended operation—neatly and accu
rately.

fact, of the accountants who check into
Burroughs, NCR, Friden and Litton ABS,
more and more buy Litton.
So before you or your clients buy any com
puter, look into the Litton EBS/1200 series.
We think you'll be glad you did.
Call Joe Morrison at 201-935-2200, or your
local Litton ABS office, or send the coupon
today.

The Litton EBS/1241 can sort input data in

ternally in any order you specify and from
this information produce any number of
separate reports. Each report is complete in
detail and in whatever sequence you require.
For the accountant, this feature offers dis
tinct advantages especially in the prepara
tion of detailed general ledgers and finan
cial statements for your clients. Also it
eliminates costly clerical effort and expense
of
extra equipment needed for the prepara
systems
tion and presorting of punched cards.

LITTON
ABS
automated business
Litton ABS
P.O. Box 228
Dept. AGY-13
Rutherford, New Jersey 07070

Please send me information on the new Litton
EBS/1241.

Name

Title

The Litton EBS/1241 can print at 35 char

Company

acters per second—the fastest in its class—
for maximum throughput per dollar.

Street

The Litton EBS/1241 has a stationary printer

City/State/Zip

with split platen, continuous forms feed,
and front ledger chute—which gives you the

Telephone
MS-11

COMPARE LITTON ABS

UP TO 4 TIMES
THE CAPACITYOF
COMPARABLE
BURROUGHS
NCR,OR FRIDEN
MACHINES
Published by eGrove, 1970
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staff education.

Also,

hardware

NCR Shows
NewServices:
Merchandising
Management
A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol. manufacturers
7 [1970], No. 6, Art.
are 10
designing equip
ment with little regard for the ex
isting skills of the personnel in
volved.

System For Use at Point of
(From page 9)
last month, NCR officials said.
Kermit A. Pickett, vice president
and corporate system director of
Ward’s, said that, although the
tests at Lima had not as yet been
completed, preliminary results in
dicated the system was well suited
to do the selling job claimed for
it by NCR.
The system does not include the
central computer, which eventually
accepts all data originated at the
point of sale. NCR says that its
system will produce input accept
able to any computer and explains
that its data collector, which is
generally designed to feed infor
mation from the data terminals
over phone lines to the computer
at the close of the business day,
can be adapted to furnish on-line
service for credit inquiries from
the sales floor.
NCR explained that it had
used a data collector in its sys
tem rather than gearing the ter
minal for direct on line transmis
sion to a computer because on line
processing systems are generally
not economical for retail stores.

Daily inventory adequate
“For example,” one spokesman
said, “the cost of establishing and
operating a system that maintains
an absolutely current department
store inventory control system
would be substantially greater
than the cost of a system that up
dated inventory after the store
closed at the end of each business
day. Yet the mechanics of replen
ishing stock are
cumbersome
that the difference in results ob
tained by the two systems is in
significant or non-existent.”
The point-of-sale terminal unit
has display boards that show all
information being entered, either
by wand or sales clerk, visually
to both salesperson and customer
and a cash drawer that is activated

whenever the sale is for cash. It
automatically calculates whatever
taxes are applicable to the goods
purchased as directed by the sales
clerk and automatically multiplies
unit price whenever more than one
unit of any sale is involved.
The system, which NCR expects
will be most useful to department
stores, mass merchandisers, variety
chain stores, and the larger spe
cialty and apparel shops, will sell
for $25,000 to $1,000,000, depend
ing on the number of point-of
sales terminals ordered and the
amount of information that must
be entered on the sales tags and
recorded by the data collector.
Deliveries will begin in mid-1971.

Computer Programer

Association Launched

In New York
Software specialists are often
blamed when computer opera
tions fail to meet company ob
jectives.
new organization, the
Association of Computer Program
mers and Analysts, is launching a
program to make its members less
likely scapegoats.
“Top executives have been
thoroughly disappointed in the per
formance of their EDP opera
tions,” explains Paul Notari, ACPA
president. “They have turned to
the computer manufacturers for
an explanation, and the manufac
turers have suggested that the per
sonnel who are designing systems
and programing the computer are
incompetent.
“To some limited degree this
may be true, but it is far from the
total picture. The real problem, as
ACPA sees it, is threefold,” he said.
Mr. Notari explained his organiza
tion believes new equipment and
systems have been introduced
without allowing time for adequate

12
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Installations poorly managed

“The final element of the prob
lem is the lack of data processing
know how on the part of data
processing management,” Mr. No
tari said. “Thousands of EDP in
stallations today are being headed
by managers who came up through
the ranks of accounting, finance,
electrical accounting machine ad
ministration, and the like and who
are befuddled by the complexities
of modern EDP system analysis
and programing.”
ACPA intends to establish direct
liaison with the hardware manu
facturers, and to apply for member
ship on the American National
Standards Institute’s X3 Data
Processing Standards Committee.
The organization has also set rigid
educational qualifications for its
members and hopes to conduct a
continuing education program for
them.
“And thirdly,” Mr. Notari said,
“we will launch an extensive pub
lic relations campaign to convince
upper management that EDP op
erations must be managed by
EDP professionals.”
The Association of Computer
Programmers and Analysts has its
headquarters in Suite 1500, 2 Penn
Plaza, New York, New York 10001.

Congress Crippling
Business Growth,

Executive Tells Bar
Congress is crippling the growth
of small businesses by adopting
legislation which discourages in
vestment in high-risk enterprises,
Stanley M. Rubel, executive direc
tor of the National Venture Capi
tal Foundation, told a recent Amer
ican Bar Association convention in
St. Louis.
Mr. Rubel cited several disManagement Services
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"Leadership Motivation Institute has been my greatest source of personal and financial growth. It is truly
an unlimited business opportunity." — Bob Becker, PENNSYLVANIA

Bob Becker is one of several hundred
distributors for Leadership Motivation Institute.
Bob not only enjoys independence and financial
rewards, but he also provides a tremendous
service in his community. As a distributor, he
serves individuals, businesses and industries, and
government agencies with leadership development,
executive motivation, and management
development programs. Among his many satisfied
clients are auto and trucking firms, hospitals,
schools, manufacturing companies, engineering
consultants, and banks.
Let's face it: Business has problems today.
Most executive training methods simply haven't
kept pace with the dynamic progress of the
business and professional world during the last
twenty years. Leadership Motivation Institute
offers several comprehensive training programs
designed to
today's need for more capable
and productive executives, managers, and
supervisors.
This is the business of Leadership Motivation
Institute. Wouldn't you like to be a part of this
challenging and rewarding field?
Inquire today! If you qualify, Leadership
Motivation Institute offers you immediate
opportunity to provide a most needed service
and to build your own independent business.
November-December, 1970
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Even if you're not interested in the
distributorship opportunity, inquire about the
benefits that LMI training programs can provide
for you and your business.
Send this coupon today for complete
information at no obligation to you.
Trevor Willhite — Vice President

Leadership Motivation Institute
Box 7614
Waco, Texas 76710

mse

11-0

Please provide information to:
Name
Address
Phone Area Code
I City State Zip
□ Check here if you want only information about
LMI programs for yourself or your company's
benefit.
mse 11-0

Leadership
Motivation
Institute
A Division of Success Motivation® institute, Inc.
An international publicly held corporation
P.O.
Waco, Texas 76710 817-752-9711
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couraging Congressional actions.
eminent continually cuts off neces
are only obtain
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“The capital gains tax rate was re
sary funding of existing SBICs,
ing information from accountingcently increased,” he said, “without
which discourages the companies
oriented data bases, rather than
special provision for the high-risk
in the field as well as organization
from decision-oriented data bases,
investment in small business.
of new firms.”
Dr. Hertz pointed out. Computers
“Over the years, the rules on
The increasing domination of the
are reducing administrative and
use of tax loss carry forwards have
economy by big businesses is due
accounting costs, but they are not

been greatly tightened. Yet there
in part to the unavailability of risk
being used to aid in corporate de
is always a major risk that a small
capital to small high-risk firms, Mr.
cision making, he said.
growing company will incur an
Rubel believes. “Yet big business
“The few companies that are tak
operating loss which in most cases
often seems to run contrary to the
ing the lead in building computernow can’t be utilized.
needs and human drives of people
based management information sys
“The SEC is continually tight
in this country—self determination,
tems are largely in the high-tech
ening the rules on restricted
independence to make their own
nology industries such as aerospace,
stock held in publicly held com
way, the ego satisfaction of sowing
petroleum, and chemicals,” Dr.
panies. Thus investors are subjected
the fruits of one’s own labor, and
Hertz said. “The chief executive
to greater restrictions when they
many more,” he observed. How
officers of many of these companies
try to realize gains generated after
ever, the small business investment
are taking effective steps in utiliz
successfully surmounting the high
companies and the venture capital
ing computers to gain management
risk of small business investing or
firms can only “scratch the sur
lead time’ over competitors.”
even getting reinvestment capital
face of the great needs of small
Dr. Hertz suggested that chief
back for that matter.”
executives in all industries could
business” because of their invest
Congress established the small
ment mechanism and financial ca
more effectively use computers if
business investment companies in
they addressed themselves to three
pabilities.
dustry in 1958, Mr. Rubel said, but
basic issues. First, the critical fac
despite the SBICs’ better than an
tors that significantly affect their
ticipated performance “the govcompanies’ profit and loss state
ments
must be determined. Then
Top Management Use
management information systems
should be planned and evaluated
Of Computers Lagging,
as they relate to these factors. Fi
Consultant Says
nally, executives should implement
these plans with the aid of com
In the past five years U.S. com
puter professionals who understand
panies have tripled their spending
how the programs contribute to
for computer operations, but use
the company’s overall profit picture.
of EDP by their top managements
has scarcely increased at all, David
.. .the computer programs
B.
Hertz told a group of corporate
you need are here!
managers in Japan recently.
AUTOMATED BOOKKEEPING
Nader Says Data
Dr. Hertz, a director of McKin
offers a complete array of
sey & Company, Inc., a New York
Banks Could Make U.S.
computer programs for
management consulting
con
• Payroll
ducted a two-day seminar with the
• Accounts Receivable
‘Nation of Slaves’
• General Ledger
Japan Computer Usage Develop
• Financial Statements
The United States will become
ment Institute in Tokyo August 19
• Accounts Payable
“
a
nation of slaves” unless some
and
20.
• Numerous Other Programs
action
is taken to regulate the use
“
Throughout
U.S.
business
and
...Programs ready to go — on our com
puters or yours!
of computers, Ralph Nader told
industry,
”
Dr.
Hertz
said,
“
the
per
...Programs at little or no cost!
the annual convention of the As
...Programs that are well documented!
centage of computer resources al
...Programs that are now running and
sociation
of Computing Machinery,
located
to
produce
output
for
top
serving many clients!
held in New York in September.
management will average only 18
AUTOMATED
Data banks containing personal
per cent of the total this year, with
BOOKKEEPING
information about millions of peo
38 per cent going to middle man
CORPORATION
ple are a “perilous threat to civil
agement and 44 per cent to op
55 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y.
liberties,” Mr. Nader said. “Human
erating supervisors. This 18 per
Phone 212 695-6893
considerations and values” should
cent figure is up only slightly from
• Established in 1959 by CPA Data Processing Special
begin to play a part in the use of
14 per cent in 1965 and will in
ists • If you're involved in systems work, programming
or computer softwear,
owe it to yourself to discuss
computers, he told the ACM.
crease no more than about 25 per
with us your particular needs and requirements. No
obligation, of course.
Mr. Nader suggested three steps
cent in 1975.”
Management Services
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: Management
Services, Vol.
No. 6, November-December
to regulate computer
users. He
Yet 7,paradoxically,
the notion of1970 [whole issue]
Everyone interested in
urged that an agency to supervise
organizing integrated departmental
DATA PROCESSING
all data bank operations be created
control over this series of activities
on the Federal and state levels.
is sufficiently radical in most busi
needs
He also proposed that citizens be
ness organizations to make estab
protected under an “Information
lishment of such departments ex
Bill of Rights.” This would allow
tremely difficult, the same report
an individual to see, challenge, and
states.
correct all his personal information
The Diebold Research Program,
kept in a data bank and would
conducted by the consulting staff
allow him to know who was using
of The Diebold Group, is an in
the information, why, when, and
dustry-sponsored continuing study
how.
of the impact of change in man
agement and information systems
on business decisions and planning.
Government abuse cited

COMPUTER
EDUCATION
DIRECTORY

Finally Mr. Nader suggested
Congressional hearings be held to
look into abuses in the use of com
puters committed by Government
and industry.
“The problem of doing some
thing constructive in this area is
that there aren’t enough people
who care,” Mr. Nader said, in a
press conference following his ad
dress. “The stakes are very high
in terms
ignoring the whole
question.”
Mr.
most Nader told the ACM he
does not intend to personally
champion the rights of the individ
ual consumer against the computer
user.
Ralph Nader is a member of the
National Academy of Sciences
committee which is investigating
the relationship of computerized
data banks to the survival of civil
liberties. (See M/S, May-June, ’70,
p. 15.)

Physical Distribution

Centralization Could
Millions: Diebold
Physical distribution, as a con
cept embracing all movement of
goods from production to ultimate
consumer, is actually an interre
lated series of activities that could,
if handled by a single autonomous
department, save industry many
millions of dollars a year, the Die
bold Research Program has con
cluded.
November-December, 1970
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Three-stage evolution
The report defines physical dis
tribution
as
having
evolved
through several stages, from tra
ditional shipping department func
tions through those that include
warehousing responsibilities and
finally to those of fully integrated
physical distribution.
It breaks the evolution down into
these stages:
1. First stages represent evolu
tion of the transportation aspects
of physical distribution and occur
through gradual acquisition of
functions by transportation man
agers.
2. Later stages are associated
with firms in industries in which
transportation costs are a signifi
cant percentage of total cost of
sales, such as industrial chemicals
(14 per cent of sales
3. In the final stage an integra
tion of all activities associated with
the movement of goods from sup
plier to customer and all related
information processing is accom
plished. Physical distribution in
ventory control, customer order
processing, and production plan
ning are added to the responsibili
ties.
Most companies have not pro
gressed through most of these
stages, the Diebold report con
tinues, since the latter ones include
warehousing, traffic, and order en
try, which have traditionally been
marketing and production activi
ties. Reluctance on the part
marketing and production depart-

The
complete and authorita
tive guide in data processing available.
Here in a
volume is a complete
reference covering the entire field of
Data Processing Education.
Almost 400 pages of detailed in
formation on every aspect of data
processing knowledge never before
presented in one place.
CONTENTS INCLUDE
Part I — STATE OF THE ART

Historical Background — Current
Status — Occupational Descriptions
— Statistics

Part II — MANUFACTURERS

History — Achievements — Computer
Characteristics

Part III — SCHOOLS

Part

Senior Colleges — Junior Colleges —
Secondary Schools — Public Voca
tional Schools — Private Business
Schools — Correspondence Study —
Seminars
Miscellaneous.
— ASSOCIATIONS

Devoted to Data Processing — Inter
est in Data Processing

Part V — PUBLICATIONS
Part

Periodicals — Books — Curriculum
Outlines
— TRAINING AIDS

Aptitude Tests — Films — Training
devices

Part VII

Miscellaneous
turers

Equipment

Manufac

Part VIII

Glossary of Terms and Definitions

Part IX

Index

Ideal for libraries,
counsel
lors, educators, students, DP profes
sionals and managers. Handsome,
Hardbound volume, 8½x11
size,
$35.00. (California Residents add 5%
tax.)
10 DAY EXAMINATION PRIVILEGE.

□ ATA PROCESSING HORIZONS
P. 0. Box 4123, Diamond Bar, Calif. 91765

me
copy(ies) at $35.00 ea.
COMPUTER EDUCATION DIRECTORY.
□ Payment Enclosed ($30.00)
□
Bill Me
($35.00)

Name
Firm

Address

City

State

Zip
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authority
wave
channelsSystems,
and coaxial
cable Vol. tems
which
results in compromises when inte
and will provide a variety of data
ited memory capability without
gration into full physical distribu
speeds, including something in
increasing main memory size, the
tion under one department is at
every speed range that equipment
company
tempted.
manufacturers say they will need
RCA explains that “with virtual
“The result has been a variety
over the next decade,” AT&T’s
memory, program data are seg
of physical distribution depart
president said.
mented in blocks—called ‘pages’—
ments which do not generally rep
which are stored in the ‘backing
resent attainment of the physical
store,’ a high-speed drum system.
Picturephone use expanded
distribution phase,” the report con
Through the utilization of a pag
cludes.
Another service AT&T is expand
ing technique, pages are rapidly
The degree to which a
ing is the picturephone. This uti
swapped between main memory
achieves the final phase of develop
lizes a high-speed digital transmis
and backing store until the difffer
ment and the pattern
organiza
sion system that can carry data as
ent jobs are completed. Each time
tion that emerges will generally
well as face-to-face communica
any space is available in the main
be determined by the philosophy
tions. By 1973 AT&T expects to
memory a waiting page goes in
and attitude of senior manage
have an eight-city network in op
immediately, hurrying up the
ment, the Diebold group says. Be
eration, Mr. Ellinghaus said.
round robin of jobs.”
cause several years are necessary
“With communications technol
The RCA 2 provides three times
to offset the cost of regrouping
ogy so widely available and the
the processing power of the IBM
activities, true physical distribu
market for communications so ex
360/30 at the same price. Twice
tion is only attained when senior
tensive, it is not surprising that the
the processing power of the IBM
management is determined to
communications field should be
360/50 is provided by the new
achieve it and persistent in its in
come increasingly competitive,”
RCA 6 for the same price, RCA
terest.
President Ellinghaus said. “The
maintains.
The report’s conclusions are
RCA has designed standardized
grand old monopoly I work for is
based on interviews with firms rep
in fact a highly competitive outfit
memory modules that are identical
resenting several industry groups
in design and manufacturing, re
and I don’t think anybody need
in various stages of evolution in
sulting in a lower manufacturing
worry about our ability to take
the drive toward integrated physi
cost and a lower systems cost to
care of ourselves in fast company.”
cal distribution.
the consumer, an RCA spokesman
The Data Transmission Company
explained. These allow the mem
will be one AT&T competitor. Ear
ory to be tailored to user require
lier this year it announced its
ments, and they save time when
plans to form Datran, a 35-city
memory expansion is desired. The
data transmission network. (See
memory modules are interchange
M/S, May-June ’70, p.
AT&T Promises
able.

National Digital

Network by Mid-’70s
By the middle of this decade
AT&T will have a digital network
serving 60 major cities, William M.
Ellinghaus, the company’s new
president, told the “Conference on
the Revolution in Transmission
Business Information,” sponsored
at the end of August by the Con
ference Institute International,
New York.
In late 1973 or early 1974 AT&T
expects to have a data network in
operation, but on a private line
basis only, Mr. Ellinghaus told the
gathering of 200 business execu
tives.
The new network in 1975 “will
use long haul digital carrier sys
tems operating over both micro

Conversion dates guaranteed

RCA Shows More
Powerful Computers
To Combat IBM
RCA is trying to get the number
two position in the computer mar
ket with a new line of computers
and a new business policy aimed
specifically at present users of IBM
360/30, 40, and 50 models, which
represent more than half of the ex
isting IBM third-generation instal
lations.
The new RCA computers, RCA
2, 3, 6, and 7 offer better perform
ance at the same cost as present
third-generation systems, RCA
claims. The RCA 3 and the RCA 7
both feature “virtual memory” sys
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Perhaps even more interesting
than the new computer models is
the new business policy. RCA’s
guaranteed conversion program
promises current users
IBM
360/30, 40, and 50 computer sys
tems, which are running under the
360 Disc Operating System, suc
cessful conversion of their existing
system programs on the basis of
mutually agreed upon time and
performance specifications. If RCA
does not substantially complete the
conversion as specified it will pay
liquidated damages for each day’s
delay, up to a maximum of 90 days.
The company plans to offer the
guaranteed conversion program to
users of other equipment at a later
date.
Management Services
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GE Announces: Management
Vast
General Electric NeTWorK Service

Expansion of Time
Sharing Network
The General Electric Company,
which announced that its compu
ter manufacturing facilities had
been combined with those of
Honeywell earlier this year (see
p. 12, M/S, July-Aug., 1970), re
turned to an allied field with a
vengeance late in September with
its announcement of a time shar
ing information network that will
link 150 cities in the U.S., Canada,
and Europe.
The company, which claims to
be first in the time sharing field
now, will restrict its activities main
ly to North America for the next
year. However, it hopes to extend
the domestic network to Europe
in the following year or
via
COMSAT satellite. This has already
been done successfully with clients
in London.

East, West Coast centers

The network, which provides lo
cal telephone access to a GE “su
percenter” in Cleveland, Ohio, for
42 American metropolitan areas,
will be expanded by early 1971 to
similar supercenters in Los Angeles
and Teaneck, N.J. GE also expects,
when the supercenters in the West
and East are completed, to provide
local telephone rate service to
points in the United States.
Each of the projected supercen
ters, like the one existing in Cleve
land, will be built around a threestage system: a large-scale GE235 computer with massive file
storage capacities and a GE-235
tied in with a GE-PAC 4020 pro
cess computer which controls all
data feeding in from small remote
computers stationed in nearby
cities.
The remote computers in turn
make it possible to provide local
telephone service to and from the
whole GE complex.
According to the company, the
size of the equipment that will
make up the entire complex when
November-December, 1970
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The GE time sharing network as it will be at completion

it is completed in 1971 make it
possible for users either to use it on
line for the traditional type of
“what if,” one-shot questions for
which time sharing has so often
been used (see M/S, July-Aug. ’69,
p. 39) and also for tying in to com
pany computers for mass data
processing.
Arthur E. Peltosalo, general
manager of GE’s Information Serv
ices Division, said that the new
system should be invaluable to
companies with broad geographic
distribution that are required to
pull data together from many lo

cations, process it, and in turn
send data to many locations.
“As a result,” he went on, “we
now expect to see our service be
coming an increasingly significant
part of our customers’ internal
management information system,
although remaining a supplemen
tary activity.”
The GE systems envisaged for
the seventies, Peltosalo said, bear
about the same relationship to time
sharing services of the past that a
brand new supermarket does to the
traditional “Ma and Pa” corner
grocery.

Woman Executive Says External Data Banks Can
Bridge Gap Between Inefficiency and Creativity
The needed bridge between in
efficient computer usage and cre
ative applications will be provided
by external data banks, Penny
Kaniclides told a September meet
ing of the Administrative Manage
ment Society.
Miss Kaniclides is president of
Telstat Systems Inc., New York, a
computer information company
providing financial data. She com
pared her company and those offer
ing similar services to publishers
whose readership is computers.
“As compatibility and transmis
sion problems are ironed out, such
commercial data banks will free
America’s data processing installa

tions from the low-level chore of
accumulating information in favor
of more effective use of that infor
mation,” Miss Kaniclides said.
“The real computer revolution—
the one that has been almost totally
unpublicized in the mass medialies not so much in the ultra-rapid
speeding up of manual data collec
tion as in the new use processes for
that information which heretofore
have been unthinkable,” she said.
Penny Kaniclides was Standard
& Poors Corp.’s first woman vice
president and was in charge of the
creation and direction of its com
puter division before founding Tel
stat.
17
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How you can join the future for 6¢.
Maybe even 5¢.
The future is being shaped in college today.
Their future. Your future. The future of your business.
But the costs of higher education are rising.
And tuitions now pay only about one third that cost.
Somebody has to help with the other two thirds.
You can help through individual giving. Your
business can help. Business, through aid-to-education programs,
should help pay its share if it is to continue getting the kind of
trained people needed to keep business growing.
A ¢ stamp or a ¢ post card can get your business
started on the good business of higher education. Write for
“HOW TO AID EDUCATION.” Council for Financial Aid
to Education, 6 East 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Join the future. Give to the college of your choice.
COUNCIL FOR
FINANCIAL
AID TO

EDUCATION

advertising contributed for the public good
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Gambling seems the very antithesis of sound business
planning. Yet 'figuring the odds’ and acting on them
can pay off in many
business situations—

MAKING BUSINESS ODDS WORK FOR YOU
by William E. Arnstein
Main Lafrentz & Co.

make decisions
odds can still prove wrong. The
chances of a wrong decision are,
many times a day, often in
cases where an error in judgment however, lessened by sophisticated
could be very costly. A few genera
techniques.
Furthermore, just as in roulette
tions ago even major decisions
the house has the odds in its fa
were largely intuitive. As a result,
vor and, therefore, always comes
business mortality was uncomfort
out ahead in the long run, so will
ably high.
a business that figures the odds
Today, most important decisions
come out ahead in the long run al
are made after careful analysis of
though not every move will prove
available data. Consequently, the
to be the right one.
proportion of wrong decisions has
In poker, football, and horse rac
been greatly reduced. A new ap
ing, each bet is settled on a “yes”
proach to data analysis has helped
or “no” basis. You either have the
a few companies reduce still fur
best hand or you don’t; your team
ther the chance of wrong decisions.
wins by more than the designated
This approach can best be de
point spread or it doesn’t; your
scribed as “figuring the odds.”
horse either finishes where you
As every gambler knows, al
picked it or it doesn’t. The results
though it may be a foregone con
of business decisions are not so
clusion that Siwash will beat
clear.
Amateur
by at least 40-0 in the
You may plan on making $1,upcoming game, every so often an
000,000
and actually come out
Amateur U. will spring a major
with
a
$1,000,000
loss, but you
upset on a far more powerful op
ponent. Similarly, a business de
may also make $200,000, $627,cision made by intuition, by an
150, or even $2,000,000 on the in
alyzing data, or by figuring the
vestment on which you planned to
usinessmen

B

make $1,000,000. Thus, business
odds calculations are substantially
more complex than gambling
theory. The remainder of this ar
ticle will be devoted to some ex
amples of where and how busi
nessmen can introduce odds an
alysis into decision making.

An investment case
Certain investment funds invest
only in embryonic companies. For
example, a fund of $100,000,000
might decide to put approximately
$10,000,000 in each of ten situa
tions. Each prospective investment
would be carefully studied to de
termine whether the product was
exciting, the market large, the mar
gin between selling price and cost
adequate, and the company man
agement competent. For each ac
cepted investment, profit projec
tions based on all available facts
will show earnings and growth
rates at the end of a five-year
period that will justify a market

This article is being published simultaneously in Viewpoint, the semiannual magazine of Main Lafrentz & Co.
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the stock ofServices:
many times
if of
each
profit projection
were
over Vol. the
sameNo.
106, per
cent increase in
the current price.
stated by 70 per cent.
labor rates might cut cash flow
However, the management of
by 20 per cent.
the fund is aware that unforesee
Under the original concept
Capital project evaluations
able circumstances have a way of
sensitivity
analysis as applied to
Certain types of capital projects
arising
untried companies. Prod
capital project evaluation, manage
have many of the characteristics
ucts have a tendency to develop
ment compared its confidence in
an investment in embryonic
faults in commercial use that must
each basic assumption in the pro
companies. A company that is
either be corrected by increases
jection to the variation from the
building a plant to produce a new
manufacturing costs or cannot be
original projected cash flow caused
product, to supply a new market,
corrected at all; markets are some
by possible inaccuracies in the as
or to take advantage
a new
times unexpectedly resistant to
sumption and then reached a de
process or different raw material
new products; competition may
on.
of

will often prepare a projection
even now have a vastly superior
Under later concepts, sometimes
future cash flows to determine
product on the drawing board;
referred to as risk analysis or prob
whether, on a discounted cash
management may die or be lured
ability analysis, a likelihood is as
flow basis, the rate of return meets
away; and strikes can foul up the
signed to each value of an assump
its investment criteria. Projects as
operation. In fact, history indicates
tion. Thus, the original projected
simple as replacing an obsolete
that a very high percentage of ap
labor rate might be assigned a
machine tool or adding space to
parently well conceived new com
probability of 50 per cent, a labor
an existing warehouse may be
panies fail for one or another rea
rate 10 cents per hour lower might
evaluated based on future cost sav
son in their early years.
be assigned a probability of 15 per
ings. In either case, a technique
Thus, in the ten prospective in
cent, a labor rate 5 cents per hour
referred to as sensitivity analysis
vestments, the fund’s management
higher a probability
20 per cent,
has come into increasing use to aid
might decide that it was reason
a labor rate 10 cents per hour
management in its evaluations.
able to expect that three would
higher a probability
10 per cent,
Sensitivity analysis merely con
work out as planned and the other
and a labor rate 20 per cent higher
sists of changing several assump
seven would be completely lost.
a probability of 5 per cent. Note
tions in the cash flow projection,
Therefore, only if the profit pro
that the probability percentages
one at a time, to determine how
jections and related stock values
must add to 100 per cent. The cash
the changes will affect net cash
an individual company will re
flows based on the various labor
flow. To cite just one example, an
sult in adequate fund growth and
rate assumptions are multiplied by
East Coast company might be con
return on investment, after apply
the applicable probability percent
sidering the construction of a
ing a 70 per cent discount for risk
ages, and the results are added to
Western plant to supply the West
factor, will the investment be
provide a cash flow that reflects
Coast with a product hitherto not
made. The important point here is
the weighted average of the labor
sold beyond the Rockies because
that the assumption has been made
rate assumptions.
of prohibitive freight
Based
that three of the projections will
The same technique can be used
on well supported assumptions, the
work out as planned and seven will
for obtaining a weighted average
plant is projected to provide a
result in total losses, not that each
cash flow on variations of one or
cash flow of $500,000 per year.
projection is overstated to the ex
more other basic assumptions, and
However, one of the assumptions
tent that a 70 per cent discount
the several weighted cash flows
is
that the West Coast market will
is required. However, the arith
can be arithmetically averaged to
absorb 15,000 units per year at
metic will give the same result as
give an expected cash flow that re
the projected selling price.
flects the real value of the basic
Sensitivity analysis would re
assumptions much more accurately
quire that the cash flow also be
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than
any single projection.
CPA, is a partner of
determined if only 14,000 units
The calculations required
this
Main Lafrentz&Co., New
per year were sold. It would also
York, and is the firm's
type of analysis are not as difficult
require separate calculations of
national director of man
or as time-consuming as might at
agement services. Mr.
cash flow assuming lower selling
Arnstein is the author of
first appear. Many of the later
prices, higher labor costs, increases
Management Services by
figures can be derived from fac
in real estate tax rates, or any other
Accounting Firms, pub
tors in the earlier calculations.
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material factor in the original as
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However, on complex projects the
sumptions. It should be noted that
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use
a computer may prove eco
the results obtained are not always
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particularly if the com
the AICPA's management services committee
readily foreseeable. In one pro
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expects
to have similar proj
jection, a 10 per cent increase in
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. . . there are many stand-by problems . . . where the profitability can be analyzed
companies using this technique
ordinarily confine its use to major
projects.

Stand-by equipment

Many companies are occasion
ally faced with the need to decide
whether it is worthwhile to own
stand-by equipment, i.e., equip
ment that will be used only in the
event of a breakdown in regular
equipment. There are, of course,
some decisions of this kind that
cannot be evaluated on the basis
of profits. For example, the need
for battery-operated emergency
lighting in the operating room of a
hospital is such a vital matter that
it is unrelated to the income lost
by a temporary loss of power.
However, there are many stand-by
problems, from repair parts to
whole power plants, where the
profitability can be analyzed.
As in the case of the investment
decisions referred to previously, it
is not the thought that each indi
vidual piece of stand-by equipment
will necessarily pay off, but the
question is whether the probabil
ity that it will be required mul
tiplied by the loss it will avoid
is greater than the annual carry
ing cost of the stand-by equipment.
An example would be a large
motor used to drive a conveyor
essential to the operation of a
plant. If the motor fails, it is esti
mated that a repair will require
24 hours and an entire eight-hour
shift of 100 employees will have to
be paid $4.00 per hour (including
fringe benefits) while producing
nothing. Thus, the loss from a
motor failure will be 8 X $4.00 X
100 = $3,200. It is known that
other motors used by the company
fall into three classes, one of them
with a history of two failures per
year, one with a history of one
failure every two years, and one
that has never had a failure. It is
believed the conveyor motor has a
November-December, 1970
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40 per cent chance of being similar
in failure characteristics to the first
class, a 40 per cent chance of be
ing similar to the second class, and
a 20 per cent chance of being
similar to the third class.
The chances of annual cost of
failure of the conveyor motor are
then:

40% X 2 X $3,200 = $2,560
40% X½ X 3,200 =
640
20% X 0 X
=
0
Total $3,200

If the annual carrying cost of a
stand-by conveyor motor is less
than $3,200, the motor should be
purchased; if higher, it should not
be purchased.
It should be noted that in all
the illustrations cited herein,
neither the costs nor the prob
ability of occurrence are at all easy
to estimate. However, it has been
found that estimating these factors
separately and then going through
the indicated calculations will give
results that are substantially more
accurate than if the conclusions
were reached by a combination
tradition and intuition.
Some companies have the prob
lem of determining whether or not
it would be profitable to hire one
or more stand-by operators. For
example, a company was operating
on three shifts and was still unable
to keep up with the demand for
its products. The bottleneck op
eration was a group of some 20
machines that required one op
erator each.
Union rules prevented the use
of other personnel on these ma
chines and prohibited these op
erators from doing other work.
Due to space and capital limita
tions, the company was unable to
increase the number of machines
in the bottleneck operation. Fre
quently, operator absenteeism (us
ually without notice) caused one
or more machines to be idle for a
whole shift. The company had

been considering hiring one or
more stand-by operators for each
shift but until it “figured the odds”
had been unable to guess how
stand-by operators would affect
net profits.
Fortunately, absentee records
were available, as well as produc
tion per shift per machine and the
gross margin on the product (i.e.,
the difference between selling
price and variable costs). Absen
tee records indicated that for the
first shift there had been no ab
sences on 35 per cent of the work
ing days, one absence on 30 per
cent of the days, and two or more
absences on 35 per cent of the
days. Production per machine per
shift had a sales value of $250 and
a gross margin of 20 per cent.
Workers were paid
per hour
including fringe benefit costs, and
shifts were eight hours long.
Calculating the odds

Based on these facts, the loss of
gross margin (after direct labor
cost) and, therefore, of profit due
to an idle machine is $250 X 20%
or $50 per day. The cost of a
stand-by operator is $4.00 X 8
or $32 per day. A single stand-by
operator would be useful 65 per
cent of the time and would
thereby add to profits an average
of $50 X 65% or $32.50 per day.
He would cost the company $32
on 35 per cent of the days or an
average of $11.20 per day. Based
on these figures, the hiring of a
21st operator to cover absences
would add to profits an average
of $21.30 ($32.50 — $11.20) per
day.
22nd operator would be use
ful 35 per cent of the time and
would thereby add to profits an
average of $50 X 35% or $17.50
per day. He would cost the com
pany $32 per day on 65 per cent
of the days or an average of $20.80
per day. On these facts, his hiring,
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No. 6, Art.
10 factors enter in
not beSystems,
justified.and
InControls,
this comVol. 7 [1970],
Obviously
other
pany, however, second- and thirdto such bidding. For example, will
shift absenteeism was higher, and
a successful bid at a relatively low
two stand-by operators were found
price fill the plant’s capacity for
to be profitable for those shifts.
such a long period that more profit
able business will have to be re

fused? Is the plant likely to have to
Competitive bidding
lay off workers who will be difficult
to
rehire if the bid is too high? Is
Certain companies, such as job
a
high
bid likely to drive a good
machine shops, job printing com
customer
into the arms of a com
panies, and construction subcon
petitor?
But
all these factors can
tractors are constantly quoting
be
better
evaluated
if the basic re
prices on work against strong com
lationship
between
gross margin
petition. The lower the price
and
probability
of
success
has been
quoted, the greater the chance of
evaluated
initially.
obtaining the order, but if the bid
is successful, the profit on the or
der will also be lower.
Credit granting
If each quote is considered in
dividually, prices quoted are apt
Most customers are entitled to
to vary based on which side of
all the credit they want, and no
the bed the price estimator got up
problem arises. This is true of both
that morning. However, if some
consumers and commercial buyers.
history
is
gathered
on
past
success
But most companies that sell on
In competitive bidding
ful and unsuccessful quotes, it be
credit are frequently faced with
situations, if some history
comes possible to estimate the
the problem of refusing a sale or
chances of success of a quote that
making it with the knowledge that
is gathered on past
is a certain percentage above vari
there is a real chance that the cus

able
costs.
tomer
will never pay. Many com
successful and unsuccessful
Thus, it might be found that
panies have a bad debt percent
quotes, it becomes possible
quotes 20 per cent above variable
age target and accept or reject
costs were successful 90 per cent
such orders in terms of whether it
to estimate the chances of
of the time, that those 30 per cent
appears that they will be able to
above
such
costs
were
successful
stay
within this bad debt percent
success of a quote that is a
75 per cent of the time, and those
age. However, these borderline or
certain percentage above
40 per cent above had a 50 per
ders can be viewed in another way.
cent chance. A request for quota
To reject an order for which the
variable costs.
tion is received on an order which
customer would have paid is to
has a variable cost of $1,000. If
lose the gross margin on that order.
the price quoted is $1,200 (20 per
To accept an order for which the
cent above variable costs), the
customer never pays is to lose the
contribution to profit would be
variable costs of the merchandise
$200 and there is a 90 per cent
in the shipment.
chance the quote will be success
If the odds on the customer’s *
ful. Thus, the contribution to profit
paying can be estimated (and this
that can be assumed if this price
is being done consciously or un
is quoted is 90 per cent of $200 or
consciously when the effect on the
$180. Similarly if the price quoted
bad debt percentage is considered),
is $1,300, there is a 75 per cent
it becomes possible to compare
chance the quote will be success
these odds with the gross margin
ful, and the contribution to profit
percentage. Thus, if the gross mar
that can be assumed is 75 per cent
gin is 40 per cent and the chances
of $300 or $225. If the price
of the customer paying are 70 per
quoted is $1,400, there is a 50 per
cent the probable loss from the
rejection of a $100 order would be
cent chance that the quote will be
successful, and the contribution to
40 per cent of $100 X 70% or
$28, whereas the probable loss
profit that can be assumed is 50
from acceptance would be the vari
per cent of $400 or $200. The best
able cost of $60 times the 30 per
quote would therefore be $1,300.
22
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paying or $18. The order should
is then:
be accepted.
20% X 10 X $11,000 = $22,000
The above example will hold
40% X 6 X 11,000 = 26,400
true in most situations but is sub
25% X 4 X 11,000 = 11,000
ject to exceptions where plants are
15% X 2 X 11,000 = 3,300
at capacity or working capital is
Total
$62,700
limited.

Salary administration

Every company from time to
time is faced with the fact that a
valued young executive has re
signed in order to accept a higherpaying job elsewhere. It realizes
that in replacing the lost employee
there are substantial one-time costs
of employment, training, and lack
of efficiency and judgment errors
in the break-in period. Could these
losses have been avoided by a gen
erally higher salary scale for all
young executives? (Offering a sal
ary increase to the particular indi
vidual after he announces his plan
to leave has certain disadvantages
and is not always effective.)
While recognizing the costs of
this type of turnover, most com
panies are also aware of the eco
nomic impossibility of paying any
group salaries so high that no
member of the group will ever
leave for a more attractive offer.
Figuring the odds requires some
research into the costs of replacing
a member of the group and this
means all costs. Employment fees
might be found to average $3,000;
interviewing costs might be found
to be $1,000; training costs might
be estimated at $3,000; and loss of
efficiency during the break-in pe
riod $4,000 for a total of $11,000.
It might also be found that there
are about 12 resignations per year
in a group of 50 whose total annual
compensation is $750,000.
5 per cent salary increase for
the group will cost the company
$37,500 per year. It is believed that
such an increase will have a 20 per
cent chance of reducing resigna
tions by 10, a 40 per cent chance
of reducing them by 6, a 25
per cent chance of reducing them
by 4, and a 15 per cent chance of
reducing them by only 2. The pros
November-December, 1970
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Since this saving is substantially
higher than the cost of the salary
increase, the increase should be
made.
Because the saving is so substan
tial, a test should be made
to
the profitability of a greater salary
increase—say, 10 per cent. Such an
increase is believed to have a 40
per cent chance of reducing resig
nations (from current level of 12
per year) by 10, a 30 per cent
chance of reducing them by 6, a
20 per cent chance of reducing
them by 4 and a 10 per cent chance
of reducing them by only 2. The
prospective reduction in turnover
costs is then:

40%
30%
20%
10%

X
X
X
X

10 X$11,000= $44,000
X 11,000 = 19,800
4 X 11,000 = 8,800
X 11,000 = 2,200
Total

The basic formula is:

Multiply the anticipated
profits or costs by the

chances (as percentages of
the whole ) that these

$74,800

Since a 10 per cent salary increase
will cost $75,000, the decision is
borderline, and the 5 per cent in
crease will probably be decided
upon or an intermediate figure.

profits or costs will result

to arrive at the true value of
the course of action.

Summary
The foregoing are just some of
the problems to which a probabil
ity approach is applicable. In indi
vidual companies, factors not men
tioned in the examples might be
important, but the theory applies
in the illustrations even if modifi
cations are necessary or desirable.
The basic formula is: Multiply the
anticipated profits or costs by the
chances (as percentages of the
whole) that these profits or costs
will result to arrive at the true
value of the course of action. An
executive who begins to think in
these terms will find many applica
tions of the formula and will be
able to make decisions which will
enhance his company’s profits.
23
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Inability to predict advanced technology costs forces
use of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. Yet milestone
costs for work already accomplished in such projects
are difficult to determine, too, Here’s a NASA-based
plan that solves some of these problems—

EVALUATING TECHNICAL WORK
IN COST-PLUS CONTRACTS
by A. Michael Agapos
Louisiana State University in New Orleans

(Program Evaluation and
Review Technique) was de
signed to be used as a total man
agement system. It was intended to
be a practical system, utilizing
various administrative and man
agement tools for total program
management. Volumes have been
written on PERT and the benefits
received from its use, but the sys
tem is still a long way from being
a panacea for Government-industry
problems.
The leading proponents of the
use of PERT with costs have been
the Department of Defense (DOD)
and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
The PERT and Companion Cost
System is described as a common
ert

P

framework for integrating costs,
schedules, and control in scientific
and technical defense and aero
space projects, under Government
procurement contracts.1
However, the companion cost
portion of the PERT system has
not functioned satisfactorily on cer
tain types of contracts, particularly
those involving research and devel
opment projects. PERT has not
been able to give management
enough accurate information be
cause of the difficulty of forecast
ing costs in advanced technology.
Contractors’ inability to predict
1 NASA, PERT and Companion Cost
System Handbook, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, October, 1962.
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advanced technology costs forces
Government and industry to use
cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts. Al
though the Department of Defense
has oriented its operations toward
incentive and fixed-cost contracts,
most research and development
work procured by the Government
must be accomplished under cost
plus-fixed-fee contracts because of
of the cost uncertainty.2 The “risk”
element in developing new tech
nology and science is so high that
no contractor will undertake Gov2 Frederic Scherer, The Weapons Acqui
sition Process: Economic Incentives, The
Graduate School of Business Administra
tion, Harvard University Press, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1964, pp. 2 and 191.
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Figure 1
A Traditional Method of Determining

Contract Cost Variances

ernment work without some type
of hedge; thus, both parties rely on
the cost-plus contract.
Managers of highly technical
and scientific projects have had
 to
difficulty in determining costs
complete during the execution of
their projects and thus in evaluat
ing the costs of the work already
performed. The object of this ar
ticle is to present a simplified
method that may help solve some
of these problems.
Traditionally, contractor per
November-December, 1970

Published by eGrove, 1970

formance evaluation has been ac
complished by comparing actual
costs incurred against planned
costs over some period in time.
Progress is then measured by the
variances in these costs. This com
parison does not tell the manager
how close the project is to comple
tion, nor does it give him informa
tion as to whether the costs in
curred are parallel with the pro
gram’s technical progress.
For example, let us assume that
at a certain point in time the con

tractor has estimated total costs of
$100,000 and reports his incurred
costs to date are $85,000. With
only this information, the determi
nation of cost variances is derived
as $15,000, which proves nothing.
If the contractor has accomplished
only one-half the work scheduled
within the contractual period at a
cost of $85,000, in reality the
project is subject to an overrun.
The contractor’s projected overrun
costs are approximately $70,000,
which indicates poor performance
25
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part. Systems,
A traditional
methodVol. 7 [1970], No.
Management Services: A Magazineonof his
Planning,
and Controls,
6, Art.
10 and
stone
activity
for determining variances in costs
2. The estimated times and
and cost to complete is illustrated
estimated costs to complete
in Figure 1 on page 25. Actual
of all future activities.
dollars spent and the actual costs
The costs and times to complete
of the accomplished work are com
and the estimated costs and times
pared and expressed in percent
to complete for downstream activi
ages.
ties could then be incorporated in
the PERT framework as a series
of forecasts for the future costs of
An ideal method
events within the major milestones.
The milestone costs injected into
An objective procedure for
the computer would be programed
evaluating a contractor’s perform
to give estimated future costs by
ance on a job is not only a part
month and quarterly increments
of good business management for
for the downstream events of the
both the Government and the con
program. Extrapolation of the data
tractor but also an indispensable
from the computer theoretically
tool for determining incremental
would give the manager financial
fee payments based on the value
and scheduling control. It also
work performed in contract termi
could be applied effectively in de
nations.
Terminations
of
cost-plus
An objective procedure
termining the earned fee to be
contracts create some serious prob
for evaluating a contractor's
paid to the contractor.
lems for the program management,
not the least of them the fact that
performance on a job is
a position has to be determined for
Difficulties
establishing
the fee earned by the
not only a part of good
Unfortunately, if one tries to in
contractor.
business management for
tegrate
PERT with companion
The ideal method of determin
costs
in
research
and development
ing the value of work performed
both the Government and
and evaluating contract progress
programs, difficulties are encoun
tered in determining the costs of
would be to have a computerized
the contractor but also an
milestone activities. For example,
PERT program into which cost
indispensable tool for
in the development of space booster
data could be inserted for all mile
rocket engines, the technology is
stone activities; the results could
determining incremental
unique, and information from pre
be calculated easily, quickly, and
vious engine development pro
accurately by the computer. A
fee payments based on the
grams can not be used as a basis
print-out sheet would show where
value of work performed
for establishing costs. Technical
the contract was in terms of lead
fs find it impossible to prepare
or lag times in the scheduled event
in contract terminations.
milestone
cost estimates within an
dates. However, to use PERT in
ous
allotted time and still have them
the computerized form and justify
be usable as a management tool.
its use to management, costs must
Some of the events are parts of very
be segregated by technical mile
small fragnets (subdivisions of a
stones and must include:
project network are called frag
1. The actual time and cost
nets by NASA) and cannot be
to complete of each milecosted. Activities that are accom
plished in one task are sometimes
A. MICHAEL AGAPOS is
an associate professor
a common cost of other tasks, and
of economics and fi
these costs are impossible to differ
nance at Louisiana State
entiate. In many of the major tasks,
University, New Orleans.
He has also been on
milestone activities are too numer
the faculty of Ohio Uni
for accurate estimation of costs
versity. Dr. Agapos pre
viously was a financial
with readily available and existing
administrator for NASA,
data. Costs of the master milestone
a new product analyst for North American
activities (those events which
Aviation, and an industrial engineer at Jones
& Laughlin Steel Corporation. He received
have two or more paths leading
his B.S. and M.B.A. from Miami University,
into them) are difficult to deter
Oxford, Ohio, and his Ph.D. from Western
mine—in most cases impossible.
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
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FIGURE 2

XYZ CORPORATION

FORM 533

CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT

7.

6.

9.
Costs
Incurred
(000)

Reporting
Category

DURING
MONTH

TOTAL

NAS 3-2555

XYZ

3,000

TO
DATE

49,528

Estimated Cost to Complete
(000)

Estimated
Final Costs
( 000)

MONTH

MONTH

A

B

2,500

2,000

MONTH

C

1,000

quarter
D

3,900

CONTRACTOR CONTRACT

ESTIMATE
A

VALUE
B

180,000

180,000

MAJOR TASKS

TASK 2

3,552

32,196

TASK 3

11,367

34,381

5

2,555

6,235

TASK 6

3,443

29,577

TASK 7

14,600

33,860

TASK

Estimating costs by events is dif
ficult because of the simultaneous
dependent activities within the
master milestones.3
Reporting requirements

Contractors doing work for the
Government are required to sub
mit financial reports on program
costs. The contractor’s financial
planning documents and the re
porting procedures in most devel
opment programs are in different
3 For an argument contrary to the method
presented here, using a computerized
PERT/Cost system based on manage
ment’s ability to cost downstream mile
stones, see
D. Walker and E. Houry,
“ Comparison of Actual and Allocated
Costs for Work Accomplished Using
NASA PERT,” IEEE Transactions
Engineering Management, Volume EM
12, Number 3, September, 1965, pp.
93-102.
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“financial semantics”; therefore,
both the contractor and the project
manager spend much time in elim
inating differences in language
rather than carrying out the role
of financial management.
NASA uses a Contractor Finan
cial Report, or Form 533, which is
a contractual document oriented to
show planned costs and estimated
costs to complete. Basically, Form
533 requires the contractor to re
port his actual costs on a monthly
basis and report his estimated costs
to complete on a quarterly basis.
After negotiations are completed
and the proposal is issued, an ini
tial Form 533, depicted in Figure
2 on this page, is submitted with
a statement of the total costs that
the contractor expects to incur. In
the case illustrated in Figure 2 we
see that the contractor plans to
spend a total of $180 million to

develop the XYZ engine. The $180
million represents the costs negoti
ated between the Government and
XYZ Corporation for developing
the engine.
Regardless of what the contrac
tor’s costs are at the completion
the engine development, whether
they be $175 million or $220 mil
lion, the value received by the
Government must be the original
negotiated value of $180 million.
We assume that no contractual
amendments are made (such
changes are highly unlikely) that
decrease or increase the agreed
value.

Assumptions and theory

Parallel with the submission of
Form 533, the contractor is required
to submit a schedular plan with
the master milestone activities
27
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Figure 3

TASK 3
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THRUST CHAMBER ASS’Y.
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identified. Also, he
is requiredServices,
to
: Management
Vol. 7, No. 6, November-December 1970 [whole issue]
submit a complementary PERT
TABLE I
Master Plan, which becomes the
criterion for assessing contract
VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED—XYZ ENGINE PROGRAM NOVEMBER 1967
(Cost in $ Thousands)
progress.
Refinements have been made by
Value of Work
Actual Costs
Time Lag
MAJOR TASKS
Performed
Incurred
in Months
both Government and industry in
the various PERT/Cost systems,
Task 2 Engine Systems
$ 2,880
$ 3,552
5.0
Task 3 Thrust Chamber Assy.
9,450
11,367
but the general concept calls for
5.3
Task 5 Gas Generator Assy.
2,000
2,555
6.0
development of a common frame
Task 6 Oxidizer Turbopump Assy.
6,150
8,443
3.2
work for planning and controlling
Task 7 Fuel Turbopump Assy.
11,690
14,600
3.4
costs and schedules. The common
TOTALS
$32,170
$40,517
22.9/5=4.6
framework for all aspects of project
With the above determinations, the analyst can derive the contractor's efficiency by
management is a work breakdown
dividing actual performance into actual costs.
structure, whose major elements
$32,170 Value of Work Performed
are established beginning with the
CONTRACTOR EFFICIENCY = = 79.4%
$40,517 Actual Contractor Costs
highest levels of management and
progressively broken down into
Developing Value of Work Performed for the subordinate tasks is done by simple
smaller and smaller work packages
extrapolation, for example:
until a desired control level is
Subordinate Tasks
Costs Reported by Contractor
achieved. A complete project is
1
$3,106
divided into major systems, such as
8
2,525
a power plant system and a space
9
983
craft. A system such as a space
10
255
craft is then subdivided into major
11
365
1,056
12
subsystems, such as a control sys
117
13
tem and a thrust system, and the
14
169
work breakdown continues to
$8,576
Sub Total
successively lower levels. Each
186
15
subsystem or subdivision is cate
16
188
1
17
gorized by functions such as engi
60
18
neering, fabrication, tooling, and
Sub Total
435
testing, but the costs for these
TOTAL
$9,011
phases are reported by the con
tractor by task (see Figure 2).
Value of Work
Actual
A project is segregated into sev
Performed
Costs
eral smaller PERT networks, each
$32,170
$40,517
MAJOR TASKS
of which has its own series of mile
Subordinate Tasks (79.4% of $8,576
6,809
9,011
plus 100% of Tasks 15 through 18)
435
stones. These smaller fragnets, or
TOTAL $39,414
$49,528
networks of tasks, in the aggregate
make up major subsystems.
Theoretically, the completion of
been as stated in the contractual
(as is depicted in Figure on page
a master milestone at the task level
28). Graphs are then developed
agreement.
indicates accomplishment of activi
for each of the major tasks that
Management must realize that
ties through that particular task.
even this reporting method cannot
make up the aggregate project.
Once a position is determined for
solve the problem of activities that
Transposing the costs from the
all major tasks that make up a sys
planned cost curves for the major
are carried out simultaneously. In
tem on a cost-plus-fixed-fee devel
other words, if three activities lead
tasks, we can determine the value
opment contract, the value of work
into a milestone and only two of
of work performed in relation to
performed and that portion of the
the activities are complete, the
the actual costs incurred by the
fee earned in relation to contractor
value of work performed cannot
contractor. In the same step, the
performance can be determined.
be determined unless the technical
analyst can determine the lead or
manager determines and evaluates
lag time for every major task and
calculate
a
lead
or
lag
time
for
the
performance.
Methodology
Employing the usual information
entire project.
In most development contracts,
provided in Government procure
Once the technical progress is
the major milestones and comple
ment, the technical manager can
determined in terms of milestone
tion dates can be taken from the
develop the value of work per
completions, actual costs are com
contractor’s original proposed plan
pared to what costs should have
formed as follows:
November-December, 1970
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1.

2.

5.

from
the contractor
Management Services: ATABLE
Magazine
7 [1970],
No. 6, Art.’s10proposed cost
2 of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
from the graph in Figure 3 in dol
SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONS
lars, a monthly calculation can be
The computations can be summarized as follows:
derived. (See the bottom of Fig
(Costs in $ thousands)
ure 3). Using the identical proce
Value of work performed on XYZ engine development
$39,414
dure for the remaining tasks, a
Average lag on XYZ engine program
22.9/5=4.6 mos.
complete determination of value of
Contractor efficiency
work performed for the XYZ en
Projected cost overrun for November to complete the contract,
gine
can be made. Substituting hy
assuming the original proposed project costs were $180,000,000.
$18,000,000
pothetical data for the remaining
— $180,000 = $226,700 — 180,000 = $46,700 projected overrun
79.4% Efficiency
tasks, we can develop a complete
Actual overrun for November, 1965
$49,528 — $39,414 = $10,114
evaluation (see Table 1 on page
FEE
29).
Earned fee by contractor =
:
= 7.4%
Development Costs
The computations can be sum
Assuming the value of work performed by the contractor is $39,414
marized as shown in Table 2 on
X 7.4%, fee =
$2,916
this page.
Fee paid to contractor to date
........
2,800
$ 116

Fee to be paid to contractor
7. Fee earned in terms of the contractor's progress is:
Earned Fee
$ 2,916
Contract durations of
=
x
Total Fee for Contractor
$13,320
110 months
=
X 110 months = 24 months

Lag in months = duration of the contract — value of work performed in terms
of progress.
Lag in months = 31 months (to date) — 24 months of performance in terms of
value and accomplishment.
Lag
months = 7 months.

1. The actual value of work per
formed is determined from
the projected chart values on
the basis of reported tech
nical progress of the develop
ment of the research project.

2. The effectiveness of the con
tractor is determined by the
formula:
Actual Value
Work Performed
----------------------- — — per cent

Actual Cost of
of the Work 
--------------Additional calculations can be
based on the information sub
mitted by the contractor, such as
project lead or lag, overruns or
underruns, and earned fee in incre
ments and in terms of months
progress. These factors are shown
as follows:

3. Contract average lag (or
lead) time in months =
Lead or Lag in Months
Number of Major Tasks

4. The projected overrun =
Contract
Value
—
Contract Value
Contractor
Efficiency

5. The actual overrun or underrun =
Actual Costs — Value of
Work Performed
6. The earned fee = Value of
Work Performed X 7.4% fee,
where:
Total Fee
=7.4%
Total Value
of Contract
7. The fee in terms of months
of progress =
Earned Fee
Total Fee X 110 months

An example

In order to clarify the method,
let us use Task 3, the Thrust Cham
ber Assembly, as an example
how the value of work performed
versus the actual costs incurred is
computed. Each proposed func
tional cost for testing, tooling, en
gineering, and fabrication is plot
ted annually for the Thrust Cham
ber Assembly. (See Figure 3.)
The actual costs reported by the
contractor on Form 533 through
November were $11,367,000. Total
ling the value of work performed
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Conclusion
Judgments regarding the validity
of a contractor’s costs and his ac
tual costs and performance at any
point in time are the responsibility
of the program manager. To mon
itor costs successfully, he needs an
effective management tool to sup
ply him with information. Utilized
correctly and with full understand
ing of the methods by both project
and contractor management, the
system described in this article can
be used effectively to alleviate
many of the initial problems en
countered in technical programs.
This system eliminates time lags
in project management data and
serves to identify trouble areas in
both the technical and financial
divisions of technical projects. The
approach is practical, quick, and
inexpensive to implement. It can
be used in conjunction with other
management systems for greater
control by an agency of the Gov
ernment or by a Government con
tractor who wishes to establish his
position in terms of schedules and
fee payments on cost-plus con
tracts.
With experience, the basic ap
proach should lead to refinements
which will further simplify and
clarify technical program manage
ment. The system can be tailored
to individual programs by altering
the mechanics, and some of the re
maining loopholes can be closed
through bargaining and negotia
tion.
Management Services
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Flow charts are hated by some consultants, overdone
by others. But there are times when they are indis
pensable. The author particularly recommends a type
that can serve easily as
basis for a manual —

FLOW CHARTS—
ORIGIN OF PROCEDURES MANUALS
by Frank Ilett,
Ernst & Ernst

manufacturing operation. How
article discusses how
ever, in recent years it has been
flow charts can be used to
document, study, and design sys widely applied to document paper
flows. An example appears in Il
tems. It considers three separate
lustration I on pages 32-33.1
methods of flow charting and the
Many systems and procedures
relative pros and cons of each
method. The discussion also ex
analysts advocate the A.S.M.E. ap
proach. However, the method has
plains how flow charting can
bridge the gap between designing
disadvantages. It adapts poorly to
a system and writing a procedures
paper flow, and the charts are
manual.
difficult to read. Also, readers are
A flow chart pictorially repre
more likely to understand the elec
sents the flow of data within an
tronic data processing symbols be
organization. It explains the se
cause they resemble the items be
quence of operations, movements,
ing charted.
suspenses, and delays.
Illustration II on page 34 dis
Different methods of flow chart
plays a second set of symbols fre
ing utilize various symbols. The
quently used in flow charting as
oldest method, and probably the
signments. Systems analysts devel
least known, is recommended by
oped the symbols to document
the American Society of Mechan
computer applications.2 Not all
ical Engineers. The A.S.M.E. proc
these symbols are required to chart
ess-type chart depicts the flow by
circles, squares, and triangles. In
1 H. B. Maynard, Industrial Engineering
dustrial engineers originally de
Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
veloped the method to document,
Inc., New York, 1963, pp. 2.20-2.41.
study, and improve the flow of
2 Business Systems, Systems and Pro
materials and products through a
cedures Association, 1966, pp. 4.1-4.16.
his

T
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an accounting or financial system.
Many have special meanings that
pertain only to computer pro
graming.
This article demonstrates a third
method of flow charting. It utilizes
only a small number of the elec
tronic data processing symbols.
This technique uses only four de
scriptive characters—the rectangle,
adder tape, file, and document
symbols. The action or word de
scription appears inside the sym
bol and is thereby identified with
the respective procedural step. If
a computer device, such as a re
mote input/output terminal, needs
to be shown, EDP symbols are
utilized to specifically identify the
equipment. Likewise, these sym
bols are compatible with those
used to explain the document flow.
Design of an accounting, bud
geting, or cost system should in
clude three steps. First, document
the present system. Second, evalu
ate the current procedures and
make improvements. Third, revise
31
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SUMMARY

MULTI-COLUMN
FLOW PROCESS CHART
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PURPOSE:

a bird’s-eye view of a number of events and their chronological relationships. To develop a better product or procedure at a
lower cost.

CONSTRUCTION:
A.S.M.E. symbols
ORIGIN OF RECORD
(MODIFICATIONS:
ADD TO RECORD)
1-Material Type Chart (use passive voice, i.e., Typed, Data entered, Checked, etc.)
a-Multicopy or Multiproduct: Chart each on a separate line. Use the major item as line no. 8.
b-Single Copy or product: Use a separate line for each station and indicate movement from station to station.
2-Man Type (use active voice, i.e., Types, Enters data, Checks, etc.)
a-Multi-Person: Use a separate line for each person, and chart like a chronological series of snap shots.
b-Single Person: Chart from station to station to show travel.

IDENTIFICATION:
ANALYSIS:

To dramatize different items, fill out symbols with colors shown.

Steam shovel approach. Use
questions (why, what, where, when, who, how) to get the actions (eliminate, combine change
sequence, simplify). If detailed analysis is required, prepare a regular Flow Process Chart for each paper, material, or man.

Reprinted, with permission, from Industrial Engineering Handbook by H. B.
Maynard. Copyright 1963 McGraw-Hill Book Company. Designed 1950 by
William Robert Mullee. Published by Work Simplification. Round Tables,
New York University, New York, New York.
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ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING SYMBOLS

INDICATES SYMBOLS
USED IN FLOWCHARTING
PAPER FLOW IN
METHOD #3

ILLUSTRATION II
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the system or design a new one if
flects
the6,evaluation
notes in the
: Management Services, Vol.
7, No.
November-December
1970 [whole issue]
it is justified.
lower right-hand corner of the
The flow chart is prepared in
page. These notes form the basis
the following manner. The de
for making procedural changes or
signer heads up the columns with
designing a new system.
the names of the departments. De
Designing a new system through
termination of the amount of space
flow charts is analogous to an art
for each department is flexible
ist’s sketching on canvas before
and depends upon the procedures
painting a picture. It allows the de
to be documented. The flow usu
signer to see the entire procedure
ally moves from upper left to
on one sheet of paper. The de
lower right; however, this is not
partments or people are promi
a rigid rule. A rectangle repre
nently displayed, and the analyst
sents each distinct step. A descrip
can view the interaction between
tion
each step commences with
them.
an active verb—prepare, review,
After the new system or pro
file, etc. The purpose for this ac
cedure is charted, it should be an
tion word format will be explained
alyzed for problem areas or possi
later. Normally, document copies
ble simplification. The overview
are numbered and code colors can
effect of the flow chart highlights
The “playscript” type of
be assigned where appropriate.
these problems very well. Before
presentation, which
Illustration III on pages 36-37 is
making the flow chart final and
a flow chart of the present purchas
writing the procedures manual, the
appears to he the most
ing procedures used by the Spokane
chart should be reviewed with the
Company and was prepared in the
respective operating personnel to
useful format, is a method
following manner. First, the an
get their ideas. Final documenta
of writing procedures that
alyst defined the procedures to be
tion consists of two parts—the
documented. This required assist
finished flow chart and a written
instructs readers in stepance from the operating personnel.
description of the procedure.
In addition, he studied related
A written description of the pro
by-step actions to follow.
procedures and indexed the rela
cedure may be prepared by the
It should cover one definite,
tionships on the chart. For ex
person who designed the system or
ample, purchasing includes the pro
another individual. In either case,
single cycle of action. It
cedures for handling vendor back
the flow chart forms the basis for
orders and partial receipts.
writing the procedure.
should be read like a play
Second, the analyst met with the
The “playscript” type
pro
with the actors listed on the
individual(s) performing the pro
cedures manual appears to be the
cedure. As the person explained
most useful format. “Playscript” is
left-hand side of the page
the process, he drew a diagram of
a method of writing procedures
the activities, collected copies of
that tells the reader how to pro
and their duties in the
each document, and labeled them
ceed. It should cover one definite,
right-hand column.
for future reference. The emphasis
single cycle of action. The action
steps are written in a logical time
in preparing this chart is to de
sequence. It should be read like a
scribe the present procedures, not
play with the actors listed on the
the ideal system. Lengthy expla
nations can be coded in a descrip
tion column. Sample documents
FRANK ILETT, Jr., CPA,
and related comments are indexed
is supervisor of the
to the chart. To verify
accuracy,
management consulting
services department in
a supervisor in the purchasing de
the Spokane, Washing
partment reviewed the flow chart.
ton, office of Ernst &
Ernst.
He
has
also
It should have been compared to
worked
the firm's
the written procedures manual, if
Boise, Idaho, and Cleve
available.
land offices. Mr. Ilett
has served as the educational director and
Once a system is documented
the program director for the National Associ
it can be evaluated. This includes
ation of Accountants. He also holds member
ship in the AICPA and The Institute of
deciding where, when, how, and
Management Sciences. Mr. Ilett received his
by whom the procedure should be
A.B. from the University of Washington and
handled. Illustration III also re
his M.B.A. from the University of Chicago.
November-December, 1970
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left-hand
side ofSystems,
the page
and
tem7has
several
It at
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
and Controls,
Vol.
[1970],
No. 6,advantages.
Art. 10
their duties in the right-hand
tacks problems in a logical fashion
column.3 The procedure always in
utilizing acceptable, easy to learn,
volves an active verb—prepares,
systems analysis tools. The method
writes, enters, etc. A procedures
allows several people to work on
manual prepared in this form be
the project at one time.
comes a script for the clerical
It also has another advantage
worker, not a dust catcher in the
for small or medium-size firms.
supervisor’s office.
These companies seldom have sys
Illustration IV on page 39 repre
tems specialists on their

sents the first page of the purchas
However, they can flow chart their
ing procedure for the Spokane
present systems and retain a con
Company and gives the steps to be
sultant to evaluate the documenta
followed in processing the docu
tion. Subsequently, the consultant
ments. It utilizes the “playscript”
can design or alter the systems.
approach.
Hopefully, his design work will be
The advantages and usefulness
on flow charts. The flow charts
of flow charting are obvious. First,
then can be reviewed with opera
it presents a logical flow of the
ting personnel. Company person
documents. Second, each depart
nel can prepare the procedures
ment or actor is designated at the
manuals from the charts.
top of a column. Third, and most
This approach offers a company
Sometimes a project may be
important, the action to be taken
the advantages of a system study
by each person is set forth in the
undertaken on a piecemeal
at a lower cost. Also, company per
various boxes or rectangles. These
sonnel become involved by per
basis. This could, for
steps can be easily translated into
forming part of the work. It be
written
procedures.
In
fact,
the
comes
their system rather than a
example, involve
procedures manual can be dictated
consultant’s recommendation.
from the flow chart.
documenting and writing
In another case, accounting or
The completed procedures man
other operating personnel might
one procedure a month.
ual should include three items for
possess the analytical skills but
each procedure—a written descrip
have
only limited time available
With this approach, a
tion of the procedure, a flow chart,
to devote to systems work. Con
and copies of all the documents.
complete and detailed
sequently, a project might be un
These three elements should be
dertaken on a piecemeal basis.
procedures manual can be
cross-indexed.
This could, for example, involve
The
“playscript” procedures can
documenting and writing one pro
written over a period of 12
be used to develop detailed task
cedure a month. With this ap
schedules for each job or em
to 18 months.
proach, a complete and detailed
ployee. A schedule is headed with
procedures manual can be written
the captions—daily, weekly, month
over a period of 12 to 18 months.
and once a year. The analyst
lists the tasks for each job or em
Summary
ployee and classifies the item by
frequency of occurrence. For ex
This article describes the use of
ample, “file part #2 of purchase
flow charts in documenting, eval
order” would be listed as a daily
uating, and designing systems. The
task on the accounts payable
method involves the following
clerk’s schedule. “Total and cross
process. First, flow chart the pres
foot the voucher register” is a
ent system. Second, evaluate the
monthly task. The task outline
flow chart to isolate areas for sys
summarizes all the procedures per
tem improvement. Third, use a
formed at a work station.
flow chart to design the new sys
This approach to documenting,
tem or alterations. Fourth, write
evaluating, and designing a systhe “playscript” procedures from
the flow chart. Fifth, prepare a
3 Leslie H. Matthies, The Playscript
task listing by function. The key
Procedure: A New Tool of Administra
words are document, evaluate, de
tion, Office Publications, Inc., New York,
sign, and document again.
1961, pp. 79-107.
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THE SPOKANE COMPANY
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES MANUAL

ORIGINAL

v

PREPARATION OF PURCHASE ORDERS
REVISION

POLICY

All purchases are made by the purchasing agent.
A purchase order
is prepared for each order except vendors who are issued a monthly
purchase order.
Purchase orders are initiated by a requisition.

FLOWCHART

Chart A - Preparation of purchase orders.

DOCUMENTS

Exhibit 1 - Requisition
Exhibit 2 - Purchase order packet

PROCEDU
Purchasing
Agent

i

1.

Receives requisition from stores.

2.

Enters item description price, and vendor name on purchase
order packet.

3.

Separates and distributes
follows:

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

Accountinpargtment
De

Receiving
Department

parts of purchase order as

#1 - to Vendor
#2
#3
#4
#5

-

to
to
to
to

Accounting Department
Receiving Department
Purchasing Department
Purchasing Department

4.

Attaches requisition to part #4 of purchase order and files
numerically in purchase order file.

5.

Files part #5 of purchase order in alphabetical order in
vendor's file.

1.

Receives part #2 of purchase order.

2.

Files in open purchase order file by vendor.

1.

Receives part #3 of purchase order.

2.

Files in open vendor file by vendor.

ILLUSTRATION IV
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As an
number of CPA firms becomes in
volved management advisory services, the training
of their MAS staffs becomes critical. A complicating
factor is that many who must
such training are
already expert in their own specialized fields—

MANAGEMENT SERVICES TRAINING IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A CPA FIRM
by John D. Lesure
Laventhol Krekstein Horwath &
important phase in the
On the one hand, training in
growth of a successful CPA
management advisory services
firm is the development of man seeks to build proficiency in the
agement advisory services. And a
functions of managing and man
significant aspect of that phase is
agement consulting. Thus, a man
a program of training and educa
may be trained to analyze organ
tion in management services sub
ization structure or to improve the
jects. This article will consider the
productivity of an operation or to
attributes of such a program from
construct a system of reporting
the standpoint of a CPA firm that
and control. As his training pro
is already involved in management
ceeds, the accretion of expertise
advisory services or is about to be
should in time qualify him as a
come involved.
specialist in one or more areas of
Both training and education are
management.
necessary for a complete program:
On the other hand, the goal of
training in the skills demanded by
education, even when oriented
particular disciplines and educa
toward a set of disciplines such
tion in the broad stream of accu
management advisory services, is
mulated knowledge and attitudes
to augment a person’s knowledge
surrounding the practice of man
and understanding of the philos
agement. The distinction between
ophy, principles, and theory of
training and education is useful in
management and also the charac
that it illuminates how their dis
teristics of the environment in
parate objectives contribute to an
which management is practiced.
adequate program of instruction.
Through education a person strives
n

A
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to attain the stature and the depth
of understanding that his endow
ments permit.
The CPA firm’s needs for train
ing and education in management
advisory services are dictated pri
marily by the requirements of three
groups: the partners in the firm,
the business community it serves,
and the staff it employs.
Since responsibility for managing
a firm rests with the partners, the
firm’s own interests are served
when a continuing program pre
pares those individual partners to
share the burdens of management.
The faster a firm’s growth, the
greater is its need for qualified
partners, and hence for a program
to provide qualifications in man
agement principles and methods.
The community that CPA firms
serve (dominated by but not
limited to business concerns) needs
and deserves qualified assistance
Management Services
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7, No.
6, ’November-December
issue] of personal development;
in conducting : Management
its affairs in Services,
a dy Vol.CPA
firm
s role and what the 1970
code [whole
program
namic and generally competitive
of professional ethics seeks to ac
in serving clients effectively, it
environment. Managers continue
complish.
should equip people with the prin
to look to CPAs for guidance be
The AICPA committee on man
ciples and techniques of manage
cause CPAs, through their educa
agement advisory services has sug
ment advisory services; and in pre
tion and experience, have an ex
gested accreditation of nonaccount
paring to perpetuate itself, a firm
traordinary opportunity to gather
ants by means of certifying ex
should develop management skills
a knowledge of and a feel for
aminations in auditing, ethics, ac
among its partners.
those things that go into the mak
counting theory, and elements
Intensifying the multifaceted
ing of a successful organization.
MAS. This suggestion (reported in
need for training is the fact of
A CPA firm should therefore try
Management Services for Julyrapid technological change. It is
to augment its expertise in man
August, 1970, p. 12) could create a
estimated that half of what a suc
agement matters in order to quali
climate in which the kind of train
cessful career man will need to
fy itself to conduct consulting en
ing for nonaccountants that we
know in 1975 has not
yet been
gagements for its clients on a pro
are discussing would become pro
designed, created, written, or es
fessional level.
fessionally obligatory.
tablished as policy. Under these
In its quest for management
circumstances, a professional man’s
services talent a firm may hire out
education cannot be allowed to
Continuity of the firm
side experts. But the needs of the
stop when he receives his bacca
The partners in a firm have an
profession and of the community
laureate or his master’s degree—on
obligation to prepare their succes
are served better by those firms
pain of early obsolescence!
that also undertake instructional
for the responsibilities that
Industry will continue to intro
programs of their own. It is not
must eventually devolve upon
duce novel products and complex
them. Moreover, this obligation to
too harsh a judgment to say that
processes. In the United States and
perpetuate the firm and its man
a firm without a training program
Canada,
new products en
is shirking its professional obliga
agement is owed to the community,
tered the market in one recent
for the community supports the
tions.
year. Technological change affects
This brings us to the third group
institutions that serve it, and it
accountants, and rapid change pre
to benefit from a program of con
relies to varying degrees on the
sents sizable challenges.
tinuing education: staff personnel
continuity of their existence.
Client companies will continue
Nor is mere continuity all that
whose advancement depends on
to expand by entering new indus
opportunities that such a program
is implied. The effort to carry on
tries and the CPA must be pre
makes possible.
firm owes it to
should be accompanied by persis
pared to cope with new situations
its professional employees to en
tent attempts at betterment: high
in an unfamiliar environment.
er competence producing better
courage their personal develop
New concepts and techniques
ment by providing the training and
service and, ultimately, an en
management are finding accept
education that will equip them to
hanced reputation for the firm.
ance in a changing economic and
assume increasing responsibilities.
It must be conceded that train
social environment. While research
ing and education, no matter how
In this, the firm’s self interest
in the behavioral sciences is reg
parallels the interests of its pro
ardently pursued, will not resolve
ularly destroying time-honored pre
fessional staff.
all the difficulties of management
sumptions in human relations,
and succession. But it offers a
A responsibility for training their
mathematical methods are being
means for coping with the threat
professional staff falls on all firms,
employed to devise improvements
of inadequacy at critical periods.
including those that acquire com
in the processes of decision mak
And it helps in another way, too.
petence in management services
ing and control, and computer
Recruitment of high-calibre per
by hiring specialists from outside.
technology is making more infor
sonnel is essential to the success of
The difference for these firms is
mation accessible more rapidly.
any firm; and recruitment activities
that their staffs now include en
The implications of all this tur
are bolstered by the existence of
gineers, economists, or others who
moil for the CPA are clear: con
satisfactory training programs. The
need to be trained in the theory
tinual training and education must
graduate who enters an account
and practice of accounting.
be a part of his ife style—more so
ing
is concerned about the
It is important that the entire
than for many other groups.
training he will receive there and
staff share a common body
the training that his supervisors
knowledge with respect to the
The MAS staff
and co-workers have been exposed
basic functions of CPAs in the
The work of management ad
to. He expects to learn from them.
business and financial community.
visory services groups is such that
So we find that, in recruiting
Along with knowledge of these
breadth of background and diver
personnel, a firm should offer
functions, it is also well for every
sity of experience are desirable at
training and education; in holding
one to understand how auditing
tributes for an individual and a
a qualified staff, it should offer a
activities are designed to fulfill the
November-December, 1970
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Planning,
and Controls,trainees.
Vol. 7 [1970],
No. 6,who
Art. 10are highly
Those
staff toofpossess.
AsSystems,
a consequence,
proficient should be excused from
it must be expected that the mem
attending or called on to instruct
bers of a group will come from a
segments they are qualified to
variety of sources and exhibit a
variety of characteristics.
handle. Those who lack the pre
While this diversification in
requisites may be asked to do some
preliminary reading.
background is beneficial for the
The presence on a staff
spe
performance of diverse duties, it
cialists in management services
poses problems in designing a pro
with diverse backgrounds creates
gram
training and education. It
opportunities for cross-training.
would be much easier to decide
Not only do inventory people and
what instruction to give to a more
industrial engineers have some
homogeneous group.
things to tell each other, but EDP
The management advisory serv
ices staff may have been recruited
specialists can teach auditors what
they need to know about compu
from many sources. Some account
ters, while the auditors teach ac
ants may come from the firm’s
counting and auditing to the en
audit department, and perhaps
gineers.
from the tax department. There
may also be accountants and en
Whatever the subject matter,
gineers who have acquired skills
imaginative presentation can go a
long way toward holding the at
at other firms or in commercial
As a result of heterogeneity,
tention of the entire group. It is
and industrial concerns. And there
well, therefore, to assign compe
may
be
recent
graduates
without
no training program can be
tent instructors and to prepare
experience.
suited to all. Programs can
training material thoroughly for
Even educational backgrounds
every course.
will differ in several ways. The
be tailored to individuals
But there are other characteris
programs offered at various busi
tics
besides proficiency and previ
ness
schools,
at
graduate
and
un
up to a point; then
exposure. Let us examine some
dergraduate levels, are far from
compromises become
standardized. And consultants often
of the characteristics of manage
ment advisory services specialists
come from liberal arts and en
unavoidable. While some
that are relevant to our subject, for
gineering schools, too.
there
are generalizations that ap
As a result
this heterogeneity,
trainees are struggling to
ply
broadly.
no training program can be per
grasp a given segment of a
These specialists are likely to
fectly suited to all. Programs can
have quick, analytical minds. At
be tailored to individuals up to a
course, others will find the
all ages, they will grasp complex
point; then compromises become
material with little difficulty.
unavoidable. While some trainees
same material old hat.
They are likely to score high in
are struggling to grasp a given seg
space visualization, an attribute
ment of a course, others will find
that enables them to project bits
the same material old hat. So long
and pieces of a system into a con
as marked diversity is an operative
cept of the whole.
factor, some amount of unhappi
They will be articulate, ready
ness will have to be tolerated.
and able to speak their minds.
Nevertheless, an effort must be
Their attitudes will reflect an
made to suit each course to the
innovative, problem-solving ap
proach. Consultants are likely to
JOHN D. LESURE, CPA,
seek creative outlets.
is a partner of
thol Krekstein Horwath
It need hardly be said that they
& Horwath, New York,
will be alert to opportunities for
and its national direc
changing and improving rather
tor of research, devel
opment, and education.
than accepting things as they find
He is also
acting as
them.
sistant professor at Cor
They are likely to be well edu
nell University's School
cated, with technical backgrounds
of Hotel Administration. Mr. Lesure has
authored two books about hotels and motels
predominant.
and has served on several governmental
A number will have taught
agencies. He received his B.S. from Cornell
classes, usually at the college level.
University.
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In a training course, they may ap
their own training and education.
ply their powers of observation to
They read; they attend night
critical analysis of the teaching
school; they participate in outside
programs. State CPA societies and
techniques in use.
Being adults, the trainees will
other groups run professional de
want to see the advantages of
velopment activities to meet this
learning the subject matter of a
demand.
course. They are perhaps less in
In addition, staff men frequently
clined than young students to ac
influence their own assignment
cept learning for learning’s sake.
schedules, with a view to broaden
ing their own experience. This is
especially effective where the cli
Principles must be stressed
entele is diversified, the scope of
At the same time, the trainees
management advisory services is
will want to see the principles that
wide, and managers are conscien
underlie practical material. Exclu
tious about on-the-job training.
sive dedication to a low-level, “how
The firm can, of course, encour
to” approach will almost certainly
age scheduling of assignments that
be offensive.
will enhance the background of in
Practicing in a highly competi
dividuals; and it can train and en
While there is a place for
tive field can make consultants
courage its managers to look after
tough-minded. In addition, they
the training needs of the staff on
outside courses in a firm’s
are exposed repeatedly to sur
assignments. These considerations
training program, there are
roundings that hold a measure of
should be part of the total pro
hostility—yet defensiveness on their
gram, to be applied methodically.
drawbacks . . . Operating
Without consistent, purposeful ap
part is not allowed.
All in all, teaching a group of
plication, however, a program does
in the dark, or in a kind
consultants presents a challenge of
not really exist, no matter how
of twilight, the firm has to
thorough the planning or how good
a high order. Standards must be
the intention may be.
rigidly adhered to throughout.
select individuals to fit the
The firm can also send its peo
Course content must be carefully
ple to selected courses at regular
selected. Methods must be appro
course, rather than the
evening sessions or special short
priate to the calibre of the group.
other way round. It is
courses given by some institutions.
Or it may register some of its staff
What kind of program?
likely, therefore, to be
in professional development pro
When a firm undertakes to train
grams conducted by the AICPA,
more satisfactory for a
its personnel, there are preliminary
the AMA, and other associations.
firm to conduct courses
evaluations and decisions to be
While there is a place for out
side courses in a firm’s training
made. The objectives of the pro
and seminars of its own—
program, there are drawbacks a
gram must be established, and the
firm must face if it intends to rely
backgrounds and characteristics of
the trainees must be accommo
heavily on these courses. They
dated. Only then can a program be
cannot be altered to suit the firm’s
planned with a reasonable expec
precise needs, whether these needs
tancy of success.
are defined in terms of client prob
What options are open to a firm
lems or staff characteristics.
that wants to train selected people
Furthermore, while an outline
to perform management advisory
may describe the contents of a
services engagements for clients?
course in detail, there are still in
(The firm may want additional
tangibles that constitute unknown
factors. Operating in the dark, or
programs at the same time: one for
training partners in practice ad
in a kind of twilight, the firm has
ministration; another for training
to select individuals to fit the
non-accountants on the staff in ac
course, rather than the other way
counting and auditing theory; etc.)
round.
But let
fix our attention on a
It is likely, therefore, to be more
training program to enhance the
satisfactory for a firm to conduct
courses and seminars of its ownstaff’s expertise as consultants.
To some extent, employees select
despite the problems of heterogeNovember-December,
Published
by eGrove, 1970 1970
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Vol. 7 [1970],
No. 6,are
Art.obtained
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neity describedManagement
earlier—thanServices:
to put A Magazine
dertakes oftoPlanning,
developSystems,
expertise
results
by
its training into the hands of out
management advisory services, it
reinforcing aural presentations with
siders (unless the number of train
must simultaneously plan to in
visual material. Films, film strips,
ees is small).
and TV tapes accomplish this; so
struct its audit personnel, and es
Having decided to train person in pecially
partners, on the objec
do slides that accompany a lecture.
nel in the work of management ad
Visual aids are particularly use
tives of its services and the condi
visory service engagements, the
ful when the subject is not suffi
tions they aim to correct. The
CPA firm looks next to the services
ciently interesting to hold the au
must also have evidence that the
it offers and those it is preparing
dience’s attention for the length of
audit partners as a group will wel
to offer.
the talk. Slides can lend interest.
come, or at least accept, such in
Two issues confront a firm con
struction.
They can also help to achieve co
templating an extension of its prac
herence by bridging the gaps be
Many methods are available for
tice into a specific area: Does it
group instruction. Lectures are the
tween subjects.
have the competence to direct and
Complicated matters can be ex
least popular; but their acceptance
perform engagements? Is there a
plained better with diagrams; un
can be improved with slides, dem
need for such engagements among
familiar equipment can be pre
onstrations, and handouts. When
sented best with pictures; and
the firm’s clients?
offering a full day’s program, a
Obviously, training is intended
strange terms are accepted more
firm should be prepared to inter
readily when they are spelled on a
to raise the level of competence
polate other methods between lec
screen. These are all legitimate
available for performing engage
tures. Films or film strips may be
uses for slides or other visual pro
ments. But directing them is
borrowed to put variety into the
jections.
another matter; and a firm’s judg
training sessions.
There is no question that the
ment as to its competence on this
proper use of visuals improves the
score will precede its commitment
Participation
retention of learned material by
to a training program in a new
the audience. In fact, training di
area.
Group discussion is livelier than
rectors report retention above 80
As a matter of economics, there
a lecture. It is particularly useful
per cent with audio-visual tech
can be no question that only client
when the participants are able to
niques—an astonishing result.
demand can warrant the prepara
contribute to each other’s under
tion for offering a service. Estimat
standing of a subject and an ex
ing the demand can be difficult,
perienced leader guides the dis
however, because needs will turn
cussion. panel of experts discuss
Training—work integration
into engagements only when cli
ing a subject for an audience
The value of formal training at
ents become aware of their defi
trainees lies somewhere between
tenuates
rapidly with disuse. Con
ciencies, of the prospects for cor
the lecture and the group discus
sequently,
a formal training pro
rective action, and of the firm’s
sion in holding the listeners’ inter
gram
should
be integrated with
ability to solve their problems. Cli
est. The contribution of experts
work assignments and on-the-job
ents also have to be willing to foot
should certainly exceed the con
training. The sooner the trainee
the bill for a thorough, professional
tributions that can be elicited dur
uses his newly acquired knowledge,
ing a group discussion.
job.
the more effective the training
Training is most effective when
Consequently, the decision to
process will be.
it relates closely to the job at hand.
offer a service may depend on the
Even when formal training is
Two methods come closest to sim
firm’s willingness to do some ex
followed immediately by a related
ulating actual conditions: work
plaining, some selling of ideas,
work assignment, there is a trans
shops and role playing. A variation
among its clients. For this, the par
fer problem. A sound program pre
of role playing is to record parti
ticipation of audit partners is es
pares to meet this difficulty; ma
cipants on videotape, so that they
sential.
terial is presented as nearly as
may observe themselves in a play
So the issue comes down to this
possible in the framework of the
back.
question: Will the audit partners
job. Indeed, a pragmatic, job-ori
Trainees welcome handouts,
support the new activity? Some
ented approach is the earmark of a
which serve later to reinforce the
times the answer is yes, provided
good training program.
learning experience. Cassettes may
that steps are taken to instill in the
Since retention of learned mate
also be used for reinforcement or
audit partners an awareness of
rial is greatest when it is put to
for individual training.
their role in generating manage
immediate use, a training program
Whatever the method, a training
ment advisory services. At the same
should be scheduled to coincide
program can be developed only for
time, they should know also what
with prospects for assignment. Ini
specific subject matter and skills
results to expect from an engage
tially, orientation in the philosophy
that are capable
documentation.
ment. This is minimal information
of management advisory services
It is futile to try to impart a skill
for audit partners.
should be offered to the new hire
that is not understood.
In other words, when a firm un
44 https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol7/iss6/10
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The sooner the trainee uses his newly acquired knowledge, the more effective the training
or transfer, along with his indoc
trination in the scope of services
offered and the administrative pro
cedures associated with engage
ments.
 be
Later, specific skills should
developed as they are required by
an expanding practice or to fill
staff openings. For skills in great
demand, this ideal may often be
realizable; but for the more esoteric
fields, formal group training as the
need develops is not practical, and
some compromise is necessary.
Location

Formal classes and seminars
should be held away from the
office in an atmosphere conducive
to relaxed learning, free from in
terruptions that destroy the detach
ment of the group from ongoing
activities.
Meetings should be held in a
room large enough to hold people,
tables, and equipment comfortably.
classroom with blackboards and
screen and an unobstructed view is
best. Variable lighting is desirable
if the program comprises both vis
ual projections and writing at
desks.
Of the seating arrangements that
are available, the large V is gen
erally useful for groups up to
20, and chevron style above that
size. Both V and chevron arrange
ments help trainees to see partici
pants from among their number.
Lunch should be light. It is a
good idea to hold the group to
gether through the lunch period.
Coffee breaks should be provided
at mid-morning and mid-afternoon.
Measurement

Ideally, participants in a train
ing program should be tested both
before and after, to gauge results
accurately. Pre-testing may not be
feasible, but a quiz each day, or at
least at the end of a program, can
November-December, 1970
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tell something about its effective
ness. Quizzes can also provide in
formation for planning other
courses.
Participants who expect a quiz
give evidence of remaining more
alert through a training program,
an incidental benefit not to be
scorned.
We distinguished earlier between
training and education: education
to broaden a person, training to
equip him to perform a function.
The educational portion of the
complete program for training and
education has its own characteris
tics. The need for this portion rests
on a different basis from training
needs; the objectives are therefore
different; the participating indi
viduals may be different; and tim
ing considerations will be different.
Breadth of knowledge not only
contributes to the personality of an
individual, but it also equips him
to compete in a world where in
formation growth is rapid and, in
particular, in a field of endeavor
where knowledge has value. So
competitive pressures impel edu
cational programs.
Environmental change also oper
ates to the advantage of those who
continue their education. New
challenges arise regularly in a
changing society. The continuing
development of science and tech
nology, and the related evolution
of industry, require a broadening
base of knowledge if their implica
tions are to be understood. Elec
tronic technology that has brought
the whole world into people’s liv
ing rooms has somehow created a
need for greater knowledge of fun
damental concepts even while pro
viding a surfeit of details to digest.
And so it goes. The more gigantic
mankind’s leaps become, the smaller
a man’s steps are in proportion,
and the faster he has to move to
keep from falling behind.
An objective of education,
opposed to training, is to broaden

and update the theoretical back
ground that the individual brings
to his efforts at understanding and
improving management. To meet
this objective, education should be
directed toward such things as de
velopments in the behavioral sci
ences. Here we have a steady
stream of discoveries to be applied
to managing people. We ignore
them at our peril.
The content of a specific course
must be selected with the partici
pants in mind. Recent college
graduates are familiar with much
late research that older men may
not even be aware of. In general,
education may be directed toward
the older group, while training con
centrates on the younger men and
those who are new to a given
The educational content of a
program should be coordinated
with the training portion, perhaps
a prerequisite; or reading matter
may be distributed in advance. A
mixed age group may be able to
absorb both, provided that no par
ticipant has to endure review mate
rial to the point of boredom.
Summary

Training and education are es
sential ingredients in the CPA
firm’s prescription for growth. The
existence of a training program
offers an inducement to recruits; a
sound program of training and ed
ucation augments the firm’s exper
tise and provides opportunities for
career development; training pro
motes high performance standards
that attract clients; and manage
ment training enhances managerial
competence that attracts candidates
for merger.
At the same time, a program
training and education meets the
CPA firm’s obligations to the pro
fession and to the community that
supports the profession because it
needs the services that CPAs are
qualified to
45
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES FORUM

Gentlemen:
I am looking for some current
literature on the subject of stream
lining physical inventory taking. I
have looked at a number of books
in our library and have seen one
or two brief articles on this sub
ject, but none of the material I
have seen is comprehensive enough

to suit my needs. Could you sug
gest a bibliography on this subject?
It seems to me there should be
technical articles that have been
written in the last two or three
years which would be of assistance
in developing a simplified, possibly
statistical sampling, approach to
taking a physical inventory where
large numbers of items (upwards

of 25,000) are involved. Any help
that you can give me would be
very much appreciated.
I am a regular subscriber to your
excellent magazine. I am rather
hoping that the subject has been
covered in one or more articles
from your magazine in recent
years. Unfortunately, I have not
run across these that I can recall.

PANEL OF ADVISORS:
Under the auspices of Management Services, a panel
of management services advisors from leading account
ing firms have agreed to answer to the best of their ability

questions about any area of management
services with

which readers would like help. Both questioners and ad
visors will remain anonymous. One or more of the follow
ing members
our panel are responsible for the answers
published in this department:

illiam E. Arnstein,
Lafrentz & Co., New York
Philip L. Blumenthal, Geo. S. Olive & Co., Indian
apolis, Ind.
Roy A. Lindberg, J. H. Cohn & Company, Newark, N. J.

Arthur B. Toan, Jr., Price Waterhouse & Co., New York
G. rentin, Arthur Andersen & Co., New York
Allen Weiss, Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath,
New York
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cedures,” R. Simpson, Massachu
Of the replies received, two seemed
setts CPA Review, Aug.-Sept. 1968,
particularly pertinent. This is from
pp. 10-19.
one of the major accounting firms:
5. “Physical Inventory by Sta
tistical Sampling Methods,” H. Ar
As you know, physical inventory
kin, The New York Certified Pub
counts serve two purposes: 
lic Accountant, Oct. 1959, pp. 741(1) To verify inventory records
745.
for internal inventory control, and
6. “An Example of Sample
(2) To provide internal finan
cial people and external auditors
Stocktaking,” J. Draper, The Cost
with the inventory valuation for
Accountant, Sept. 1963, pp. 330335.
periodic synthesis of financial
7. Sampling Manual for Audi
statements.
The best technique for elimin
tors, The Institute of Internal Au
ditors, 1967 (revised edition).
ating the large, once-a-year, con
8. Statistical Sampling for Ac
trol type of inventory is cycle
counting Information, R. Cyert &
counting. You should find the at
H. Davidson, Prentice-Hall, 1962.
tached References 1 and 2 helpful
in this area.
. . . and from a large firm:
You are correct in your assump
tion that the easiest method of ac
complishing the periodic inven
In response to your letter of Au
gust 13 concerning the reader
tory for financial purposes is
query on physical inventory taking,
through statistical sampling. The
. . . the easiest method
requirements of the external au
we didn’t find very much in the
ditors (References 3 and 4) will
way of published literature. How
of accomplishing the periodic
govern your sampling criteria. The
ever, a report and a memorandum
inventory for financial
in our files both contain some per
steps involved in inventory sam
tinent information on this problem.
pling and some case examples are
purposes is through
We particularly invite the reader’s
found in References 3-6.
statistical sampling.
Before embarking on a program
attention to the report, dated
March 7, 1968, which deals rather
of physical inventory through
The requirements of the
specifically with the problem that
statistical sampling, it would be
advisable to get a good ground
he mentions. This was a report
external auditors will
ing in the theory behind sampling
written to a wholesale book dealer:
govern sampling criteria,
(References 7 and 8) since every
situation is unique and requires
Dear Mr.
,
techniques to be applied accord
We have considered the prob
ingly.
lem of simplifying the annual in
ventory count at your various
warehouses, while at the same
References
time insuring that the count is
1. Inventory
Control
Tech
sufficiently reliable to make possi
niques, R. VanDeMark, Jensenble an opinion on the fairness of
Townsend (Port Huron, Michi
your financial statements.
gan), 1961, pp. 65-70.
In 1967, the principal inventory
2. “Inventory Control Methods
problems at
were these:
1. Counting and listing an esti
Which Eliminate Annual Inven
tories,” J. O’Donnell, Jr., American
mated 25-30 thousand titles, which
Production and Inventory Control
placed a heavy burden on your
Society Annual Conference, Nov.
personnel.
1960.
2. Pricing these items and sub
3. “Inventory
Determinations
sequent audit verification of the
by Means of Statistical Sampling
prices used. Cost records were not
Where Clients Have Perpetual
then maintained in a manner that
Records,” W. Hall &
Nest, Jour
enabled our representatives to
nal of Accountancy, Mar. 1967.
trace costs back to purchase in
voices.
4. “Inventory
Determination
Through Statistical Sampling Pro
We understand that the second
November-December, 1970
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EXHIBIT A

Preliminary Estimate of Books Subject to Count and Cost Sampling, 1967 Inventory

Cost Per
Inventory
3/31/67
Geology
Back quantities
Ft. Knox
Mathematics
Spanish
History I
History
History III
History IV
Education
Business
Statistics
Near East
Languages
Center Aisle
Greek
German
English
Sociology
Art and
Law
Biology

Totals

... through the use of

approved sampling

Count, List,
And Extend

Estimated
Number of
Books

Books

$

Count and
Sample Cost

Cost

Books

3,943
12,896
8,335
28,560
3,811
7,084
3,409
5,660
3,319
14,994
16,949
834

1,010
3,306
2,137
7,321
977
1,816
874
1,451
851
3,844
4,345
214
162
2,295
1,082
510
4,284
3,738
1,051

4,553
14,892
9,625
32,979
4,401
8,180
3,936
6,536
3,833
17,314
19,572
963

5,053
16,530
10,684
36,607
4,885
9,080
4,369
7,255
4,255
19,219
21,725
1,069

4,042
13,224
8,547
29,286
3,908
7,264
3,495
5,804
3,404
15,375
17,380
855

731
10,340
4,874
2,299
19,296
16,839
4,736

6,420

811
11,477
5,410
2,552
21,419
18,692
5,257
2,917
7,126

649
9,182
4,328
2,042
17,135
14,954
4,206
2,334
5,701

633
8,954
4,221
1,991
16,710
14,583
4,101
2,276
5,560

$194,947

216,392

173,115

$168,823

$

Titles listed

Cost

Estimated
Sample Size

Cloth Paper

610
1,996
1,290
4,419
590
1,096
527
876
514
2,320
2,623
129

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30
39
30
153
30
30
30
30
30
50
65
30

98
1,386
653
308
2,586
2,256
635
352
860

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30
65
30
30
30
30

43,276 $26,124

630

852

630

852

1,425

$

4,896

Titles not listed

21,156
same as in History 1 section.

ASSUMPTION : Mix of paper vs. cloth and average

techniques much of the
EXHIBIT B

physical labor (involved in

inventory taking) can be
eliminated without

significant loss of
reliability.

Sample Size (n) For A Section, If Precision -= ±$100, Confidence — 95%
Std. Deviation in Random Sample of 30

= No. Books Counted
100
200
300
400
500
600
700

1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000

$.10

$.15

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
39
69
107
153
208
271

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
39
86
153
239
344
467
610

$.20

$.25

30
30

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
107
239
424
662
952
1,295
1,691

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
69
153
271
424

829
1,083

NOTE: In the larger sections (over 3,000 books counted without listing) values total $2,000to ± $400, the sample size can be cut in half without loss of
$4,000. If precision is
95% confidence.

loss
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of these problems has been in
large measure resolved by your ac
tion in recording costs directly on
the books, using an alphabetical
code, during the year now ending.
The first problem still remains.
As a result of our recent brief
study of your inventory
we
believe that much of the physical
labor can be eliminated without

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol7/iss6/10

significant
of reliability. This
can be done by using approved
sampling techniques. In summary,
we recommend:
1. Counting and listing the
books that are warehoused in
wholesale quantities, the same as
in past years. (This involves only
an estimated 17-18 per cent of the
titles, but an estimated 86-87 per
Management Services
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cent of the dollars in the inven
EXHIBIT C
tory.)
Random Sample of Small Inventory Quantity
2. For books on hand in small
quantities, counting without list
Section
Type Binding
(Paper or Cloth)
ing, keeping separate counts with
in each section for paperbound
Random
and clothbound titles.
Location No.
Author
Title
Cost
Cost2
3. Use of sampling techniques,
1.
described below, to find aver
2.
age prices to be used in deter
3.
4.
mining total values of those books
5.
in each section which were not
6.
listed separately.
7.
8.
The remainder of this report will
9.
be devoted to a report of our
10.
study and to recommended pro
cedures for the 1968 inventory.
tities, was believed to be typical.
that the mix in the History I sec
If there are additional questions,
In the 1967 inventory, the His
tion was not typical of the inven
kindly advise us.
tory I section amounted to $8,180
tory as a whole, a statistically valid
Yours very truly,
of the $195,000 inventory, about
estimate for the small lots will
4.2%, or 1/24 of the total. To the
still be obtained, if the procedures
extent that its mix is typical, an
we recommend are followed. Dif
Certified Public Accountants
approximation of the mix in the
ferences from our estimates in Ex
total inventory can be obtained by
hibit
will be reflected by more
Results of study
multiplying the dollars and titles
or fewer titles to be listed and ex
Our study used the History I
below by 24. This procedure is the
tended and in different required
section for detailed examination.
basis for Exhibit A, page 48.
sample
We were informed that the mix
We propose that you sample and
Our study shows that inventory
ture in this section, as between
test each section at
sep
distribution in the History I sec
small quantities and large quanarately in 1968. If it then develops
tion was as follows on page 50:

EXHIBIT D
STANDARD DEVIATION
Computational Formula: S

n-1

(see rounding suggestions at bottom of worksheet)

_______________
_______________

November-December, 1970
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∑(Xj)2 — nX2

SXj
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Titles
Dollar Cost
niques be?” It is clear that if
Total
Volumes
Cumulative Cumulative
sampling produced results that
On Hand
Number
%
%
Dollars
%
%
were in error by 50 per cent, the
Number of copies
total
inventory could be inaccu
per title:
rate for this reason by as much as
Over 100
2,470
13
1.1%
1.1%
$3,234
39.5%
39.5%
$12,620. The statistical methods
50 to 99 . .
1,344
20
1.8
2.9
53.6
14.1
1,149
we
propose should be able to do
10 to 49
3,376
154
13.7
16.6
28.4
82.0
9
117
13
1.1
17.7
83.1
1.1
94
much better than that, however.
8
144
16
1.4
19.1
84.5
1.4
116
Samples of 30 to 100 titles from
7
105
15
1.3
20.4
1.0
85.5
85
each
section, properly selected by
6
126
21
1.9
22.3
86.8
1.3
102
5
21
205
1.9
24.2
88.8
2.0
random methods, should produce
165
4
128
32
2.8
27.0
90.1
1.3
103
statistically reliable data with 95
3
243
7.2
81
34.2
92.5
2.4
196
per
cent chance of being within
2
142
284
12.6
46.8
95.3
2.8
230
1
601
601
53.2
100.0%
100.0%
4.7
±$100 of the total for that section.
383
The exact sample size would de
Totals
1,129
100.0%
100.0%
$8,180
pend on the number of books
counted in the section and on the
spread or variance (technically,
We were reminded by this an
yield an inventory cost of $250 in
the “standard deviation”) of costs
alysis that you are in the whole
cloth and $125 in paper, or a total
found in the first 30 titles sampled
sale book business and that your
of $375.
in that section. In our study, the
inventory dollars should be inves
This information, coupled with
average cost of books subject to
ted mainly in wholesale quantities.
the remarkable uniformity of av
count and cost sampling was 610,
Plotting the totals graphically sug
erage costs in the “2 to 10” copies
and
standard deviations of a few
gested to us that the point of di
categories (all 800-810), leads us
samples
were from 100 to 200.
minishing returns in listing and
to conclude that your point of di
The
largest
section in 1967 had
extending prices is reached some
minishing returns for listing should
an
estimated
37,000 books, of
where between a quantity of 10
be 10 or more paperbacks and five
which
an
estimated
20 per cent or
and 1.
or more clothbound books.
7,400
would
have
been counted
We made a further analysis of
Adopting this cutoff should then
without listing. (These would have
the “singles” to determine the mix
result in your being able to as
represented 83 per cent of the
between paperbound and cloth
sure yourselves of complete accu
titles.) The smallest section had
bound books. This indicated that
racy for about 86 per cent of your
an estimated 811 books, of which
costs for the singles tended to
dollar value by listing and extend
about 162 would be counted with
cluster either in the “30¢-50¢”
ing only 18 per cent of the titles.
out listing. Our sample size tables
area or at the “$1.25 and over”
Examining now the area subject
(Exhibit B, page 48) show that
level. Very few of the 601 singles
to statistical sampling treatment,
only
in the largest sections, and
(only 28, or less than 5%) had
(that is, those books in which the
under
conditions of great variance
costs between 80¢ and $1.25. We
quantities are less than 10 paper
in
the
items in the first sample,
therefore arbitrarily classified sin
backs or 5 clothbound titles), our
does
the
necessary final sample
gles with costs of $1 or more as
estimate of the quantities involved
size
exceed
100. On this basis, we
“clothbound” and those with costs
at
, based on the History
believe
that
the maximum final
less than $1 as “paperbound.”
I section analysis, is:
(Again, any inaccuracies here will
sample in the largest section would
24
942 titles = 22,608 titles of
be eliminated by the better sam
need to be 153, as shown in Ex
an estimated 25-30 thousand
pling techniques to be discussed
hibit A. Sample sizes in most sec
24 X 1,814 volumes = 43,536
later.)
tions would be 30, which is the
volumes
This analysis produced the re
minimum sample acceptable with
The total dollar value involved
sults shown below.
out special calculations. On the
at March 31, 1967, is estimated as:
This correlates very well with
basis of the section we tested, we
Mr.
’s statement that,
believe that a total of 1,500 prop
24
$1,100, or $25,240 of the
“Overall, we handle five paper
erly chosen sample titles should
$195,000 inventory.
backs at 250 each for each cloth
eliminate the listing, pricing, and
This raises the question, “How
bound book at
” For 600
extending of over 20,000 titles in
reliable
would the sampling tech
books, Mr.
’s estimate would
your inventory. Details of this esti
mate are set forth in Exhibit A.
Paper
Cloth
Total
In the following section, we
(Under $1)
Singles
($1 or Over)
shall set forth the procedures
127
474
601
Number of single titles
recommended.
$232
$151
$383
Inventory dollars
In order to take advantage of
320
63¢
Average cost per volume
50
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the cost savings afforded by sam
EXHIBIT E
pling methods the following pro
cedures are recommended:
COMBINED SAMPLE
1. For titles where quantity on
1
hand is greater than 5 cloth or 10
∑xj
$
paper, count and list these titles,
(preliminary)
and extend by the cost price, as
2
in previous years.
∑xj
$
2. In each section, count the
(additional)
clothbound books in quantities of
3
1, 2, 3, or 4 in one total. Count
$
(combined)
the paperbound books in quanti
ties of 1 to 9 in another total. A
4
n (combined)
distinctive marker such as a spe
cial card or slip of paper should
5
X (3÷ 4)
be placed after each hundredth
book so counted and marked 100,
6
∑(Xj)2
200, 300, etc. The last entries on
$
(preliminary)
the inventory listings for each sec
7
tion should be:
Clothbound, quantities less than 5.
Paperbound, quantities less than
10.
3. After the counting and list
ing for a section has been com
pleted (and before that section is
cleared for further receipts and
shipments) random samples of the
books not listed must be taken.
The purpose of a random sample
is to insure that each book has as
much chance of being included
in the sample as any other. In
order to assure randomness, a
table of random numbers is to be
used.
These numbers, in groups of four
digits, either may be taken∑to indi
cate the number of the book in the
total count for that section (which
will always be under 9999, accord
ing to our estimates) or they can
be taken to be a shelf number (such
as from 1 to 99 within that section)
and a number of inches ( from 1
to 36 or 48 or the width of the
widest shelf) from the left edge of
the shelf. We believe this latter
method will be simpler. The “eligi
ble” book nearest that location
would be the one taken in the
sample. By “eligible” is meant one
of the books that were counted
without listing. Initial sample size
for each section should be 30 cloth
and 30 paper.
4. In listing those books in
cluded in a sample, the format in
November-December, 1970
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∑(Xj)2
(additional)

$

∑(Xj)2
(combined)

$

X2

$

nX2
(4x9)

$

∑(Xj)2 — nX
(8 - 10)

$

8

9

10

11

12

SXj2
[11 ÷(n-1)]

13





-----_____
( √ row 12)


Exhibit C on page 49 is recom
mended. (You will need at least
two sheets for each section. We
suggest duplicating about 100.) It
should be noted that no “quantity”
is listed here. Each title would
count in the sample as only a single
book, unless the random number
table selected the same or another
copy of that book for the sample.
After author and title, the cost
must be listed in the same manner
as on high-count items.
5. Statistical calculations are
then made as follows for each
sample:

(a) Calculate the mean or av
erage cost for the books in the
sample.
xj
X =
n
(b) Calculate the estimated
population standard deviation by
the formula:
∑(x)2 — nx2
Sx =
n — 1
(c) Determine, considering the
number counted and the value of
Sx, whether a larger sample is re
quired for 95% reliability. (It
probably will be, in a few cases.)
Use Worksheet 4 (about 10
51
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EXHIBIT
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DETERMINATION OF PRECISION AT A GIVEN RELIABILITY LEVEL

NOTE: Round off
results
Columns
2, 3, and 4 to two
decimals.

1

2

3

RELIABILITY (R)

UR

STANDARD ERROR
OF THE
(σx)

In this context, R is
the desired degree
of confidence that
the error of the total
estimate will not
exceed the precision
computed in Column
5.

Table 1 indicates
that R% of the time
a sample mean will
differ from the
population mean
no more than this
number times σ

Estimated by the
formula
SXj÷√n

EXHIBIT G
Sampling Plan
Inventory Date.

Section
Type of Sampling:

Binding(Paper or Cloth)

Unrestricted random sampling with replacement.

Correspondence:
Each shelf in the section is assigned a number from 1 to 99.
Each book of its type (paper or cloth) is assigned a number (1 to 60) cor
responding to the number of inches from the left end of the shelf at
which it is located.
A pile or stack of books is given a shelf number.
If no eligible book is located at the specified location, use the nearest eli
gible book. In case of a tie, use the left hand book.
Route:

Use the left hand four digits of each group of numbers
ceeding down the table.

the table, pro

Starting Point:

Method:
Stab
Correspondence:
three digits
Column.

nearest usable line — Row, next digit =

Starting row:
Starting column:

MEAN
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3)

5

MAXIMUM |x- X|

(Ur σ

PRECISION (A)

Given the aove

The maximum |x —

and U , then R% of
the time X will not

X| (R% of the time),
multiplied by N. R%
of the time, the
error in the estimate
of the total will not
be greater than
amount in either
direction.

differ from X by
more than this
amount.

counted in a section (N). Sepa
rate N’s apply, of course, to cloth
and paper.
(d) If a larger sample is re
quired, use Exhibit E (page 51)

sheets). The value of Ur for 95%
in Worksheet 4 is 1.96. Exhibit B
of this report gives some sample
sizes required for certain combina
tions of Sx and number
books

4 (2 x

to combine the samples. Then use
Exhibit F (above) to see that
reliability, using the new x and Sx,
is within the ±100 limit. When a
mean cost (x) is reached by a
sufficient sample to fall within the
precision limits of ±100 per sec
tion for cloth and paper (some
what wider limits in the larger
sections if you desire), use this
cost to extend the number of books
counted without listing, to obtain
total valuation for these small
quantities, and include in your in
ventory valuation.
e) The sampling plan used
should be recorded as in Exhibit
G (at left) for the use
our
representatives in assuring them
selves that the sample was random.
You should duplicate about 50 of
these, one for cloth and one for
paper, in each section.
Some of the notation and con
cepts used in random sampling
calculations at first seem formida
ble, but they can be mastered
readily by any of the girls in the
office after brief instruction. We
shall be glad to assist in this brief
instruction if you desire.
Management Services
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A case study in inventory
controlServices,
products being built. In other
authorized substitution of parts.
words, parts used in production
The result could be a line shut
Recently there has been increas
differed from parts called for by
down because of a lack of parts
ing recognition of the importance
the bill of material.
without any way to determine the
of inventory control in all phases
b. Engineering changes were
reason. Other examples are as
of business and industry. Many in
not always reported properly to
follows:
ventory control problems have ac
the Inventory Control Section. The
a. Adherence to proper scrap
tually existed for a number of
same situation that was noted in
reporting procedures was poor.
years, but increased attention to
a. above then occurred.
Tests made by production engi
them has brought out the fact that
c. Reversing documents for re
neering showed that scrap often
they often lead to excessive pro
work items were sometimes not
ran much higher than either esti
duction costs, lost sales, and dis
mated scrap per bill of material or
completed. These documents refer
satisfied customers. In this case
to finished goods returned to pro
scrap officially reported by produc
history, we will discuss the
duction for repair or reprocessing.
tion. We did not observe any fol
culties encountered by one typical
low-up or investigation of abnor
2. Physical control over inven
manufacturer and the suggestions
tory was poor. The following in
mal scrap variances.
made for dealing with them.
b. Substitution and replenish
adequacies were noted:
Not long ago, we surveyed the
a. Unauthorized personnel had
ment procedures were sometimes
perpetual inventory system of one
disregarded. This was apparent be
access to the warehouse areas.
of our clients as a part of our
b. The warehouse had no con
cause of the large volume of over
regular audit procedures. We
trolled storage areas for material
ages and shortages among inter
needed to evaluate the reliability
pulled but not issued to produc
changeable parts.
of the records produced by their
c. Replenishments and substitu
tion.
new system, and we had become
c. The warehouse issuing office
tions of materials as shown on
especially concerned because a
source documents were not an
was too far from the entrances to
number of employees had indi
alyzed to determine why the addi
the production areas to exercise
cated that the results were not
tional issues were necessary.
any physical control over with
satisfactory.
During our survey, the produc
drawals from stock.
Early in our examination, we
3. We found that responsibility
tion officials reported that they
ascertained that the system was
were already making certain
for material control in production
indeed functioning erratically and
changes in procedures, as detailed
areas was too indefinite. The fore
that the concern about the sys
men, who supervised the process
below:
tem’s reliability was fully justified.
1. The Inventory Control Sec
ing of materials, were not ac
This company,
a result of re
tion would count all items within
countable for variances. Final re
vised procedures instituted several
sponsibility, or perhaps sole re
six months.
months before, had inadvertently
2. Physical control over raw ma
sponsibility, appeared to rest with
removed many safeguards from its
terials had been strengthened. The
the Plant Manager, who obviously
inventory control framework under
Plant Manager was transferring
could not exercise detailed control
the impression that a better system
employees to the warehouse who
over materials in the plant.
was being established. We sum
were interested in proper control
Part of the trouble was due to
marized in a letter to management
over inventory—an attitude which
the lack of clear-cut lines of au
the weaknesses which we found,
had been lacking in the past.
thority. Responsibility for each
together with our recommenda
function was not assigned to a spe
3. Paperwork errors are now
tions for improvement.
cific individual. For example, who
published. The new “weekly re
would be responsible for a short
port” of paperwork errors has been
age of a specific part? Under the
helping to reduce errors such as
Problem areas
existing system, the shortage could
incorrect part numbers, inaccurate
Our survey indicated that in
have been in either the warehouse
quantities, and illegibility of docu
ventory problems occurred because
or the production area, or both.
ments. This report has been espe
of the following weaknesses:
The purchasing department could
cially valuable because the people
1. Source documents were often
have failed to order the required
who have been making mistakes
prepared incorrectly. The examples
quantity, the engineering depart
are told about them. We have
listed below indicated a lack of
ment might have failed to notify
noted a general improvement in
effective communication between
purchasing of additional amounts
paperwork, regardless of whether
departments as well
insufficient
needed because the part was be
it affects inventory.
attention to paper work:
ing used on other models, or the
4. The specification department
a. Bills of material used for
foreman might have made unau
would now screen, on a sample
inventory purposes often did not
thorized withdrawals from stock
basis, bills of material to deter
agree with parts used in actual
because of excessive scrap or un
mine whether part numbers listed
November-December, 1970
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correspond to actual parts used in
control over production inventory
tion chart (e.g., to the supervisor
production.
could be achieved.
responsible for those results). Un
5. The engineering and produc
3. Control of In-Process Items.
der this system, supervisors at each
tion staffs would prepare more
To accomplish this control, the
level of management receive re
written notices of deviation from
foreman of each department would
ports reflecting only the results for
authorized bills of material.
be accountable for materials is
which they are directly responsi
These changes indicated that
sued to his department. In this
ble, compared with expected per
progress was being made toward
way, the person who supervised
formance—in the form of a budget,
controlling the perpetual inventory
the use of materials would be
standards costs, or the like.
system, but we could see that
made responsible for them. Con
absolute requirement of this sys
further improvements were neces
trol would be very economically
tem is an organization which has
sary if the system was to function
maintained by requiring the fore
clear-cut lines of authority, with
satisfactorily.
man to complete the number of
every function clearly assigned to
units scheduled without additional
a single individual. Responsibilities
issues of material. If he required
must be identified carefully. We
Recommendations
replenishment of any items, he
believed the company could defi
1. Raw Materials Control. To
would complete an issue card and
nitely use this type of system and
bring the system under control, the
list his reason for the issue. The
recommended that it be consid
warehouse area would have to be
card would be approved by the
ered carefully for installation in
physically segregated from the
Plant Manager or his authorized
the future.
production area. This would re
representative. The Inventory Con
5. Data Processing. We dis
quire installation of a fence and
trol Section and the Production
cussed with company representa
gate so that the area would not be
Engineering Section, working to
tives the new data processing units
accessible to unauthorized person
gether, would investigate these
available which allow transmission
nel. The problem of unauthorized
supplemental issues to determine
of receiving, issuing, and produc
and unrecorded withdrawals from
what corrective action was neces
ing information directly from the
warehouse stock would then be
sary.
plant to the computer installation.
eliminated. In addition, we rec
To reduce concern over daily
These units might improve the ac
ommended that the issuing office
shortages of material, the ware
curacy and speed of the reporting
be moved from its present location
house would issue several days’
system while at the same time
to a position near the entrance to
requirements at one time. Depend
decreasing the amount of paper
the production area. The office
ing on space available, production
work needed and we recommended
could then rapidly service requests
schedules, etc., between three and
that their use be considered.
for materials and could keep vis
five days’ requirements could be
6. Specifications Review. We
ual control over withdrawals from
issued at a time. We also sug
suggested the expansion of the
the warehouse.
gested that each issue include
specifications department to in
2. Accountability for Materials.
enough material to cover the esti
clude the examination of all en
The warehouse manager would be
mated scrap allowance in the bills
gineering models to be sure they
responsible for receiving, storing,
of material. Scrap allowances would
agreed with the approved bills of
be analyzed continuously and re
and issuing materials only. We be
material. Also, the comparison by
vised whenever necessary. If ac
lieved that separate records should
the specifications department of
be maintained for raw materials
tual scrap was less than estimated
models taken at random from pro
inventory items. The warehouse
and a foreman used less material
duction to approved bills of ma
than originally estimated, the sur
manager would be responsible for
terial would be increased. Any de
plus could be returned to stock
differences between balances per
viation from the bills of materials
and the foreman credited for the
records and items on hand. The
would be reported promptly to the
Inventory Control Section would
Inventory Control Section so ap
quantity turned
be charged with counting ware
4. Responsibility Reporting. We
propriate corrections could be
mentioned that the system sug
house items and comparing counts
made to the records.
gested would lend itself readily to
Weaknesses in inventory control
to the records.
inclusion in a responsibility ac
We suggested that accounting
procedures can definitely create
counting system. The company
for parts in production be discon
serious problems. This case study
had already instituted responsi
tinued. It appeared to us that ac
points out the difficulties which
bility accounting in several areas,
counting for various materials
confronted one company and the
but the persons accountable were
items on the production line was
steps taken to correct them. It is
generally in the top management
our hope that others faced with
unnecessary. If proper records were
category. An effective responsi
maintained for items issued to pro
similar situations may, through re
bility reporting program is a de
view and comparison, find it easier
duction and for components or as
vice for tying operating results
semblies completed and transferred
to institute corrective measures.
directly to the company’s organiza
August 1963
out of each department, adequate
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Information for Management De
cisions by Yaaqov Goldschmidt,

Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
New York, 1970, 310 pages, $11.

This provocative book outlines a
system of management accounting,
called the Operational Accounting
and Analysis System (OAAS), that
an Israeli economist has developed
to bridge the gap between eco
nomic and accounting principles.
In theory economics and ac
counting deal with much the same

subject matter. In practice they
are often miles apart.
Businessmen frequently fail to
make decisions that conform to the
laws of economics. Dr. Gold
schmidt, an economist, attributes
this failure not to any deficiencies
in economic theory but rather to
deficiencies in the accounting sys
tems that produce the data on
which business decisions must be
based.
“I have often been struck,” says
the author, “by apparent errors in
decisions on resource allocation,
even in well managed firms. Al
though the managers tried to make
rational decisions based on the
available data, these decisions of

ten turned out to be incorrect. For
example, I observed many situa
tions where a production line was
discontinued because it produced
an accounting loss. But post-mor
tem analysis indicated that this
line had provided a considerable
margin between revenue and vari
able costs and that the released
fixed facilities did not have a bet
ter use.”
Where economics and account
ing conflict, accounting should
give way, in Dr. Goldschmidt’s
view: “Assuming that the objective
of the firm is to maximize the pres
ent value of future income (reve
nue minus cost), a firm’s resources
should be allocated according to

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage
magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.

Jim G. Ashburn, The University of Texas, Austin
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
Ernest I. Hanson, University of
Madison
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the dictates of accepted economic
source allocation, internal pricing,
nue or by subtracting nonavoidable
principles. Since accounting tech
and external pricing in a non-per
costs from the attainable contri
niques provide much of the data
bution.
fect market and to direct and mo
required for making these de
tivate the decision maker.
This, in highly condensed form,
cisions, the firm’s accounts should
The operations of a firm are
is the OAAS system. With its em
be consistent with the demands
broken down into time periods
phasis on marginal and opportunity
economics.” Hence OAAS.
and operating segments. Transfer
costs, it is clearly economics-in
The system was developed for
prices (market prices or “deter
spired. Its use, according to Dr.
and tested on large farms in Is
mined values”) are assigned to
Goldschmidt, will make manage
rael and the United States. It
assets (durables, inventories) trans
ment decisions better reflect the
seems to have worked out fairly
ferred among periods and to inter
market price mechanism in all seg
well, although the author, in his
mediate goods and services trans
ments of the business—whereas
discussion
the farm experience,
ferred among segments.
conventional management report
does not separate the accounting
As in direct costing, indirect
ing permits the profitability of the
system from the application of
costs are not allocated to periods
whole to cover up individual ac
linear programing to resource al
or segments. Acquisition costs of
tivities that may be unprofitable.
location—a project which gave the
durable assets are not distributed
Because conventional accounting
initial impetus to the development
to periods, and overhead and com
systems do not provide data on
of OAAS.
mon costs are not distributed to
which decisions that accord with
the principles of economics can be
segments or units of product. How
made, according to this author,
ever, implicit costs, for example,
Is it accounting?
managers face two alternatives:
the cost of capital, are charged to
Either they can use accounting
the segments, and implicit reve
Some accountants, Dr. Gold
data
the primary source of in
nues, such as the market value of
schmidt notes, may object to the
formation in decision making, or
intermediate goods, are credited to
classification of OAAS
an ac
they can ignore the accounting
them to make each productive or
counting system since it is “par
data and look for other sources of
service segment a “contribution
tially based on such production
information.
“Either of these alter
center.
”
economic concepts as marginal an
natives
is
bad.
”
Costs are classified as traceable
alysis and opportunity cost . . .
Many
accountants
will object
and nontraceable (mainly over
contrary to accepted accounting
violently to Dr. Goldschmidt’s sys
head), and traceable costs are di
principles.” Those who do object,
tem; but all should find it worth
vided into avoidable and nonavoidhe says, may consider it a “pro
studying. As more and more econ
able. Only traceable, avoidable
cedure for a cost and income an
omists and operations researchers
costs are charged to segments,
alysis.” (The author himself con
become involved in management
(reminiscent of responsibility re
siders it an accounting system
analysis, there will be increasing
because it “provides data pertinent
porting).
pressure for some system such as
Marginal costs (crucial in OAAS,
to the past.”)
this. And accountants should be
Like direct costing and respon
in any economic analysis) are
prepared for it.
sibility accounting, with which it
approximated by a surrogate avoid
has many common elements, OAAS
able cost, measured by the vari
is not usable for the purposes
able costs plus the external oppor
external reporting. Any company
tunity costs. External opportunity
that adopted it would have to have
cost is the market price of a com
An Executive’s Guide to Com
parallel systems. This is, of course,
modity used in production; inter
puter Concepts by James Mons
quite feasible;
Dr. Goldschmidt
nal opportunity cost is the contri
ma and Kenneth Powell, Pitman
notes in passing, cost accounting
bution (revenue minus avoidable
Publishing
Company, New York,
was the domain of the engineer
costs) that a resource or facility
1969, 181 pages, $6.95.
until late in the Nineteenth Cen
could earn in its best feasible use
tury; only after the accountant
within the firm.
This skillfully organized, simply
took it over
a result of auditing
Two income measurements are
written explanation of how com
it did the problem of integrating
suggested: attainable contribution
puters really work is essentially a
the various accounting systems
(for use in decision making) and
condensation of what must be one
arise.
contribution to overhead (for eval
of the best computer courses
uating performance). Attainable
around.
contribution is calculated by sub
Decision tool
tracting avoidable costs from the
The authors of this book, both
OAAS is designed for decision
segment’s revenue. Contribution to
educational research executives at
making. It is supposed to provide
IBM, developed and taught a
overhead is calculated by subtract
ing all traceable costs from reve
seven-day course designed to give
data to facilitate decisions on re
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non-computer executives “a con
reflection, such an idea must ap
Universities, traditionally indiffer
ceptual understanding of compu
pear presumptuous, amusing, or
ent to cost accounting, recently
ters and a fluency in talking about
tragic, for it implies an under
have been seeking to determine
them.” The book is based on that
standing of the executive’s job and
general educational costs. Few, ac
course and evidently uses many of
the role he wants the computer to
cording to these authors, have de
the course materials.
play.
The executive alone has such
veloped elaborate cost accounting

Their ideas about what execu
an understanding.”
systems for specific functions. This

tives need to know about compu
Instead, these authors seek to
manual presents a detailed descrip
ters differ from those of many
give a thorough grasp of the funda
tion of such a (computerized) sys
other writers on this subject. They
mentals, on which the executive
tem for physical plant accounting,
give little attention, for example,
can build along the lines that at
developed with the assistance of
to computer applications. They
tract him. Their purpose, they say,
Arthur Andersen & Co.
say, “Experience has shown that
is “to explore those basic computer
the experienced executive, once
concepts, thought processes, and
Punched Paper Tape as an Input
introduced to the computer, un
vocabulary” that the executive
for Unit Automatic Typing by
derstands far better than we do
must master in order to communi
ernard Sternin, reprint from The
the uses to which he can put the
cate with computer people and
Practical Lawyer, November, 1969,
computer.”
“take or regain operational con
Booklet 15-577, available without
On the other hand, they include
trol” of his computers. Many
charge from the Friden Division
a good deal of detail to show how
readers will put this book down
The Singer Company, Advertising
the computer actually operates,
with a better “feel” for the compu
Department, 2350 Washington
with exercises in which the reader
ter than they have been able to
Avenue, San Leandro, California
is required to take, step by step,
get from any other source.
94577.
the actions taken by the computer
in executing a program. “Lower
Although it was written with law
Briefly listed
management,” the authors note,
firm uses in mind, this simple ex
“sometimes balks at the degree of
planation of the basics of using
Readings in Management Control
detail, but we have found no such
punched paper tape is general
by Robert J. Mockler, Appletonresistance on the part of higherenough to apply to any organiza
Century-Crofts, New York, 1970,
level management.”
tion.
532 pages, $5.95 paperbound.
They start with a brief history
of computing devices. The next
This anthology contains 39 articles
four chapters—more than half the
on the theory, techniques, and ap
text—are devoted to explanation
MAGAZINES
plications of management control
how the computer “thinks,” how to
by 46 authors, including represen
program, and how to use program
The Impact of People on Budgets
tatives of five large CPA firms.
ing languages. A chapter labeled
by
Michael Schiff and rie Y.
Four of the articles originally ap
applications actually describes a
L
ewin
, The Accounting Review,
peared in Management Services.
universally applicable type of pro
April, 1970.
gram-inventory control—and then
Move In & Move Up by E. A. But
goes on to discuss simulation and
An examination of the relation
ler, The Macmillan Company,
how it can be carried out with al
ship
between the controller and the
New York, 1970, 179 pages, $5.95.
most any computer program. The
controlled indicates that the “con
final chapter reviews some of the
trolled” succeed in building con
This lively anecdote-packed selfmore advanced EDP gadgets and
siderable slack into their budgets.
help book by an executive recruiter
such ideas as real time processing.
The authors explore the problem
tells how to get a job (resumes,
Appendixes explain numbering sys
of top management influence on
etc.), keep it (with a chapter on
tems and floating point numbers.
the budgeting process.
what to do if you get fired), and
Some readers may find this
get promoted. It is more practical
book too machine-oriented. They
According to the authors, every
and less preachy than most books
may feel it tells them more about
company operates with slack re
of this type.
the workings of the computer’s
sources which are distributed to
brain than they really want to
participants in the organization.
A System of Cost Accounting for
know.
Shareholders, workers, and execu
Physical Plant Operations in Insti
The authors have an answer for
tives may receive more than the
tutions of Higher Education by
that criticism. “At first glance it
minimum required to obtain their
John
Green, Jr., and llan
would seem that the book should
continued participation.
arber, the University of Georgia
give you just those facts that you
Managers create slack in budgets
Press, Athens, Georgia, 1968, 103
need to know to do your job. On
by understating revenues and overpages, $3 (paperbound).
November-December, 1970
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could be established. Quantity, al
for the formulation of estimates.
stating costs. Revenues may be un
though difficult to measure, was as
detailed reading of this article
derstated by understatement
sumed to be measurable as patient
potential unit sales and unit selling
gives much insight into the sub
days. Increasing the quality or
prices. Costs may be overstated by
ject of the budget slack that re
quantity of services, while holding
discretionary budgetary allocations
sults from interaction between the
the
other factor constant, was ac
to such activities as increased
controller and the controlled. The
 per
companied
by an increase in their
authors outline an approach by
A sonnel, advertising, promotional
total cost.
which top management can im
programs, sales meetings, training
Assuming that the decision mak
pose reasonable organizational
programs, and special projects.
er is a utility maximizer, he should
goals through constructive review
choose the optimal distribution be
of the budget at critical points.
Role of the controller
tween quantity and quality, which
Denzil Y. Causey, Jr.
is dictated by the point of tan
University of Southern California
Managers are motivated to
gency of the quality-quantity trade
achieve two sets of goals—personal
off curve and the highest attainable
and organizational. These goals af
indifference curve of the decision
fect allocation of the organizational
maker.
resources. Since the individual
Toward a Theory of Nonprofit
When the cost of the hospital
seeks an organization that permits
Institutions: An Economic Model
must
be met from its revenues,
achievement of personal goals
of a Hospital by Joseph P. New
Newhouse
shows, the hospital de
while furthering organizational
house, The American Economic
cision
maker
will operate at a level
goals, lower-level management can
Review, March, 1970.
where
his
average
revenue is equal
be expected to strive for a budget
to
his
average
cost.
He also shows
which it feels is attainable yet
model for hospital decision
that
a
hospital
in
this
situation will
meets personal and top manage
making based on traditional eco
equate
the
value
of
its marginal
ment goals.
nomic analysis is described in this
product
with
its
marginal
factor
The tendency to decentralized
article. Despite several unrealistic
cost,
just
as
a
profit
maximizer
control has produced a divisional
assumptions, the model does pro
would do. At this point, one might
controller who is closely involved
vide considerable insight into the
conclude that a hospital is eco
in achieving division objectives by
nonprofit institution decision proc
nomically
efficient, but Newhouse
creating and managing divisional
ess.
answers,
“
Not
really,” for several
slack. In a centralized company the
reasons.
controller may be uninformed
In order to examine the economic
One reason is that the hospital
about the extent of slack, which
efficiency of hospitals, a model of
decision maker is biased in favor
may be diffused through all man
a hospital was developed, utilizing
of quality. The hospital industry
agement levels.
traditional economic analysis. The
is a “Cadillac only” one. The
hospital decision makers (identi
trade-off between quantity and
fied as its administrators, board of
Top management slack
quality depends only on the bud
trustees, and medical staff) were
get constraint (earned revenues
The problem for top corporate
shown to have individual utility
and third-party subsidies). The
management is how to develop the
functions that sometimes directly
distribution of the two depends
information to set reasonable or
opposed one another. For con
only on the decision maker’s utility
ganizational goals. Top manage
venience’s sake, the author assumed
function. In welfare economics, this
ment is severely limited in its abil
that these differences could be
decision maker is classified as a
ity to do this task because of the
reconciled so that the taste of a
dictator whose choice does not
difficulty of ensuring top manage
generalized decision maker could
necessarily
represent social opti
ment’s active participation in the
be considered.
mality.
The
author presents con
budget process. This article sug
maximand consisting of the
siderable
evidence
to support his
gests that task force groups could
quantity and the quality of the
assertion
that
a
quality
bias exists.
be staffed with senior managers,
hospital services provided was then
A
second
reason
that
economic
outside consultants, or recently
assumed for this generalized de
efficiency
cannot
exist
is
the lack
hired top-flight MBA’s to review
cision maker. To circumvent the
of
free
entry
into
the
industry.
The
selected divisional budgets on a
problem of measuring quality of
entrepreneur
is
nonexistent
in
a
cyclical basis. From evaluation and
services, quality was described as
nonprofit
field.
Even
if
a
hospital
review at the termination of the
a vector of characteristics, some of
were operating at an average cost
budget process the emphasis could
which might not be quantifiable
that was above the minimum av
shift to top management influence
except in the sense of being present
erage cost associated with a given
on the budget process at its critical
or absent. For a given quantity of
average revenue, the existence of
formative stages through top man
services, it was assumed that there
third-party subsidies would seem
agement questioning of the bases
was a hierarchy of qualities that
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to hinder entry by a profit maxi
and allocation of radio frequency.
data messages. FCC acceptance of
mizer. In 1964 hospitals received
Great concern is expressed by
this concept has generated a rapid
38 per cent of their capital inputs
many groups about resolution of
increase in competitive offerings.
from third-party subsidies; these
these problems. The Federal Com
Data transmission may change
subsidies allowed hospitals to op
munications Commission, Con
radically in the near future.
erate at a higher point on their
gress, and the Administration are
average cost curves, thus attaining
significantly involved. Technical
Policy questions
higher quality, while still able to
knowledge within the last two Gov
offer services at a lower price than
The author raises some critical
ernment arms is limited. An Office
a profit maximizer could.
policy questions concerning these
of Telecommunications will shortly
In summary, Newhouse presents
be established in the Executive
new developments. An initial ques
a well documented view that hos
Branch. Another major problem is
tion is whether selective competi
pital decision makers would rather
financial support for the Federal
tive service should be permitted.
have greater quality at the sacri
Communications Commission.
Debate continues
to whether the
fice of a proportional increase in
present common carriers should be
quantity, a bias which leads to
limited to voice and telegraphic
Network limitations
economic inefficiency, since a profit
transmission. The FCC may be
maximizer would produce at lower
starting in this direction. Another
All of these influences will affect
qualities and greater quantities,
major
problem is the storing and
the choice of solutions to the grow
given the same budget constraint.
forwarding
of messages by com
ing limitations of the communica
David Dittman
puter service companies, which
tions network. The article points
The Ohio State University
would compete directly with com
out that the development basis for
mon carriers. Regulation of the
our national communications net
computer service companies is part
work is voice and telegraphic ser
of this issue. Correspondingly,
vice. The development of televi
Western
Union and A.T.&T. will
The Coming Shake-Up in Telecom
sion and computers has called for
have
significant
capacity with fu
munications by Dan Cordtz, For
increased capacity and phones cap
ture
switching
networks.
tune, April, 1970.
able of handling data. Major differ
The subject of satellite transmis
ences of opinion appear to exist as
sion
is explored, although it is still
Changing technology and new
to whether the growing data ser
competition are leading to signifi
in
its
infancy. The trend appears
vices demand can be handled by
to favor allowing competition in
cant changes in the telecommunica
the present network. Even present
this field also although A.T.&T.
tions industry. This will provide
computer users are concerned
strongly opposes such a move. The
new tools for business and data
about costs and service. Current
argument in favor of economics of
processing communications.
time restraints are difficult for com
scale has apparently been rejected.
puter users to bear. The article
The initial benefits of satellite
This article discusses a vital
aptly summarizes the user demand
transmission are in television rather
problem area in future business
for greater technical capability,
than data transmission.
utilization of voice and data com
more pricing freedom, and unre
munication. As the article points
strained switching like that en
out, communication is an essential
joyed by phone subscribers. The
Issues summarised
element in American life. The com
technical considerations are briefly
puter revolution has further bur
but adequately explained for the
The importance of this article for
dened the already overtaxed com
layman. Increased error rates due
management involved in or con
munications networks of the coun
to data conversion are recognized
sidering the use of data transmis
try. The increasing demand for
as a significant problem.
sion cannot be minimized. Changes
communications is so great that in
major consideration for the
suggested in the article for the
formation pollution may well be
business manager is the competi
near future should lead to better
developing.
tion arising in the data services
service and lower cost. The utili
Major changes are taking place
field. Recent decisions by the FCC
zation of computers in business
in the telecommunications industry
have allowed greater freedom in
will be increased by such develop
with which the business manager
transmission. The use of special
ments. Widespread interface with
must be concerned. The inroads of
modems (adapters to convert digi
consumers may finally be achieved.
competition may have a significant
tal data to analog signals) other
This article provides an excellent
impact on future communications
than those of A.T.&T. is an im
summary of all the considerations
utilization. The author expands on
portant step forward. Beyond this
before the communications indus
this theme with discussions of
development, the microwave com
try and its regulators.
microwave networks, a domestic
mon carrier system recently created
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satellite system, cable television,
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CLASSIFIED
SITUATIONS WANTED
CPA-UTAH, heavy EDP experience.
Seeks challenging administrative position.
Box 455.

SYSTEMS CONSULTANT—To $25,000
—financial, banking, manufacturing, in
surance, transportation, Socio-Economic
applications. Some travel. Adlen Asso
ciates, Inc., 414 Hungerford Drive, Rock
ville, Maryland 20850.

MISCELLANY

Strategies for Decision Making,
Robert C. Weisselberg and Jo
seph G. Cowley, January-Febru
ary, p. 41.
Sensitivity Analysis

Scheduling Creative Resources,
James N. DiCola, July-August,
p. 17.
Flow Charts—Origin of Proce
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Mechanizing the Small Office,
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HELP WANTED
SYSTEMS ANALYST REALTIME—To
$20,000. Columbia EDP Employment
Agency.
Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
SYSTEMS ANALYST EDP—To $17,000.
Columbia EDP
Employment
Agency, 342 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
SYSTEMS ANALYST MANUAL—To
$15,000. Columbia EDP Employment
Agency, 342 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
SYSTEMS ASSISTANT MANAGER—
To $18,000. Columbia EDP Employment
Agency, 342 Madison Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION sys
tem services consulting specialists. Design/Development computerized general
ledger, travel analysis/Expense control,
property ledger, financial statements,
contract/Product income statements, data
integration, budget/forecast, projection
and management decision simulation
models. Online/real time activity tech
niques. Box 454.

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALY
SES—$5. up. Amortization Schedules—
$1. Send information to Delphi, Box
3066, Santa Monica, Calif. 90403. (213)
393-7731.
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
number, when used, is two words. Classi
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of
issue. Address for replies: Box number, Man
agement Services, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.
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Offering you graduate-school training
in a unique self-study program...

The Management
Education Portfolio
Today’s accountants and financial executives often need an ad
vanced knowledge of management theories and techniques—but
seldom have time
pursue it. Recognizing an “education gap,”
the Institute s Professional Development Division turned for a
solution to the respected firm of Education for Management, Inc.

This distinguished team of management consultants has filled
this need with a systematic, self-paced program — the Manage
ment Education Portfolio, (now published by the
Management Association).
Tailored after the case method used at Harvard and other busi
ness schools, the Portfolio provides individualized, programmed
courses in four important areas of management. Each course is
comprised of five study units which may be taken separately or
as a comprehensive discipline (with substantial savings.)

Whether your management
goals are broad or specific,
MEP’s self-study methods virtually guarantee that you will attain
them—as quickly as your spare time permits. (Completion time
is about 15 hours per unit.)

How these unique courses work ...
Each of the study units in the Portfolio course is presented in a
separate looseleaf binder and employs three distinct learning ele
s that insure involvement and success:
The Examination
Text Section explains and demonstrates the concepts and
techniques involved in the subject under study. It also provides
“decision rules” to help you devise the best plan of action for
specific management situations.
Programmed Cases present actual business situations—taking you
step-by-step from analysis of a problem to its practical solution.
Each case study describes a particular problem and includes a
series of review questions. You are then asked what course of
action you would take. You are subsequently shown what was
actually done and told why it was done—thereby enabling you to
compare your recommendations with those of experts.

□ General Management Skills
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What Managers Do
Communication for Results
Training and Development
The
of Technological Change
Human Behavior in the Organization

Managerial Finance and Control
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Macroeconomics and Company Planning
Financial
I: Cash Flows
Financial
II: Capital Structures
Accounting for Managers
Management Control
Management
to Management



□ Management and the Computer
□
□
□
□
□

□

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Computer Basics for
EDP Feasibility Analysis
Managing the Human Element in EDP
Management Information Systems
Quantitative Aids
Decision-Making

Marketing Management
Modern Marketing and Company Objectives
Advertising Strategy and Design
The Management of Personal Selling
Strategies in Marketing Research
Marketing and the Computer

The
Case again reflects a realistic business situ
ation—but now totally unstructured as you would find it in actual
practice. You will analyze the problem and propose a solution—
this time in a full written report.

□
□
□
□
□

Evaluation Feature: An expert staff will evaluate your work and
send you valuable feedback in the form of a grade, a full critique
of your work, useful comments on your report construction, and a
Certificate of Completion.

Price for Complete Course (5 units)—$160
Individual Study Units—$40

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Management Education Portfolio courses available from:

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OFCERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
666 FIFTH AVENUE
Published by eGrove, 1970
Management

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019
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Howto reduce and not lose a thing.

Is your accounting firm snowed under
paperwork?
You know: by those bulky ledger sheets, computer printout and
P&L statements that are hard to handle. Even harder to file. And can in
crease your mailing costs.
your snowstorm just ended. With the new Xerox 7000 Reduc
tion Duplicator.
The Xerox 7000 copies size-for-size at the rate of a copy per sec
ond. It also features 4 reduction ratios.
You can copy any document up to 14" by 18". And the 7000
duces it onto one convenient 8½" x 11" sheet of ordinary, untreated paper.
With all the legibility and detail of the original—including light
So, since all documents become standardized, you gain ease-ofhandling, plus saving filing space and money on mailings.
Xerox 7000. The first machine that lets you copy, duplicate and
reduce.
It's something an accountant can count on.

XEROX
XEROX IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol7/iss6/10

CORPORATION. 7000 IS A TRADEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION.
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